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COMBINATORIAL FOUNDATIONS FOR GEOMETRIC REALIZATIONS
OF SUBWORD COMPLEXES OF COXETER GROUPS
JEAN-PHILIPPE LABBE´
Abstract. Multitriangulations, and more generally subword complexes, yield a large family of sim-
plicial complexes that are homeomorphic to spheres. Until now, all attempts to prove or disprove that
they can be realized as convex polytopes faced major obstacles. In this article, we lay out the foun-
dations of a framework—built upon notions from algebraic combinatorics and discrete geometry—
aiming to understand thoroughly geometric realizations of subword complexes of Coxeter groups.
Namely, we describe explicitly a family of chirotopes that encapsulate the necessary information to
obtain geometric realizations of subword complexes. Further, we show that the space of geometric
realizations of this family covers that of subword complexes, making this combinatorially defined
family into a natural object to study.
The family of chirotopes is described through certain parameter matrices. That is, given a finite
Coxeter group, we present matrices where certain minors have prescribed signs. Parameter matrices
are universal: The existence of thesematrices combinedwith conditions in terms of Schur functions is
equivalent to the realizability of all subword complexes of this Coxeter group as chirotopes. Finally,
parameter matrices provide extensions of combinatorial identities; for instance, the Vandermonde
determinant and the dual Cauchy identity are recovered through suitable choices of parameters.
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1. Introduction
Let d ě 1 and∆ be a simplicial complex homeomorphic to a pd´ 1q-dimensional sphere.
Is there a d-dimensional simplicial convex polytope P whose face lattice is isomorphic to that of ∆?
In the affirmative case, the simplicial sphere∆ is often called polytopal. Steinitz showed that every
2-dimensional simplicial sphere is polytopal [SR76],[Gru¨03, Section 13]. In higher dimensions,
this question is part of “Steinitz’ Problem” asking to determine polytopal spheres among all sim-
plicial spheres, see [Kal88, Introduction][Ewa96, Chapter 3.4]. Though a lot of work has been
done towards brute force enumeration of simplicial and polytopal spheres in low dimensions, and
spheres with fews vertices, the determination of the polytopality of spheres is famously known to
be fraught with pitfalls, see [Fir17, Fir18] and [Bri16, BZ18] to get an overview of the most recent
results and discussions on the delicacy of the enumeration. The determination of the polytopal-
ity of a simplicial sphere is known to be an NP-hard problem [Mne¨88, RGZ95, RG96], making
progress in this direction continually limited. Further, techniques aimed at finding combinatorial
local conditions are bound to fail in general [Stu87]. Kalai’s “squeezed spheres” [Kal88] and fur-
ther constructions by Pfeifle and Ziegler [PZ04] and by Nevo, Santos, and Wilson [NSW16] show
that, for d ě 4, as the number of vertices increases,most simplicial pd´1q-spheres are not polytopal.
Further, polytopal simplicial spheres are also rare among geodesic simplicial sphere, i.e. simplicial
spheres with a realization on the unit sphere where edges are geodesic arcs [NSW16]. Geodesic
simplicial spheres correspond to complete simplicial fans in Rd; one obtains the geodesic arcs by
intersecting the fan with the unit sphere.
Facing this situation, a potential Ansatz to study Steinitz’ problem consists in finding novel flex-
ible polytopal constructions or combinatorial obstructions to polytopality. One famous example
of polytope with many constructions is that of the associahedron [Sta63]. Notable constructions
include the fiber polytope realization [GKZ94, Chapter 7], the cluster algebra approach [CFZ02],
and the simple combinatorial construction using planar binary trees [Lod04]. A myriad of de-
scriptions and variations are possible [MHPS12], making a exhaustive survey a challenging task.
The fact that the associahedron is related to so many areas of mathematics opens the door to
approaches to Steinitz’ problem from areas outside of discrete geometry.
Among the several possible extensions of the associahedron, multi-triangulations of a convex
n-gon offer a particularly broad generalization of the underlying boundary complex of its po-
lar [PP12]. This extension offers the opportunity to discover new approaches to Steinitz’ Problem.
Indeed, given an integer k ě 1, the simplicial complex whose facets are maximal “k-crossing-
free” sets of diagonals of a convex polygon (i.e. multi-triangulations) is conjectured to be the
boundary of a convex polytope whose polar would generalize the associahedron. This conjecture
first appeared in the Oberwolfach Book of Abstract, handwritten by Jonsson in 2003 [Jon03a],
which did not subsequently appear in the printed MFO Report [Jon03b]. Currently, the only
known non-classical polytopal construction of multi-associahedron is for the 2-triangulations of
the 8-gon [BP09, Ceb12, BCL15]. Further, certain cases are known to be realizable as geodesic
spheres [BCL15, Man18].
Furthermore, the simplicial complex of multi-triangulations turns out to be an example of sub-
word complexes, a broader family of simplicial complexes related to the Bruhat order of Coxeter
groups [KM04, KM05]. Introduced in the context of Gro¨bner geometry of Schubert varieties, these
simplicial complexes are at the crossroad of a variety of objects via their intrinsic relation with
reduced words: cluster algebras [CLS14], toric geometry [Esc16], root polytopes [EM18], Hopf
algebras [BC17], totally non-negative matrices [DHM19], among others.
In [BCL15], taking advantage of the combinatorics of reduced words, the notions of sign func-
tion and signature matrices are used to lay down salient necessary conditions for the polytopality
of subword complexes. The first step consists in showing the existence of a certain sign func-
tion on reduced words, which is then used to formulate sign conditions on minors of matrices to
obtain signature matrices. The existence of such matrices constitutes a step towards realizations
of chirotopes abstracting realizations of subword complexes. Then, a combinatorial construction
of signature matrices is derived and it is possible to prove that they lead to complete simplicial
fans for subword complexes of type A3 and for certain cases in type A4. In spite of this progress,
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the reason why the construction works is still rather mysterious. Optimistically, a notion from
the aforementioned areas may be key to determine the polytopality of subword complexes and
therefore determine if multi-associahedra exist as convex geometric entities.
However, such a notion leading to a general construction remains to be found, and appears to
be difficult to find. Despite this fact, we do succeed in deriving universal families of chirotopes
whose realizability implies the realizability of subword complexes. In this article, we aim to make
the point that the study of these new families of chirotopes provides the natural framework for the
study of geometric realizations of subword complexes. To do so, we expose some of the crucial
details of the construction in [BCL15] and give them a structural combinatorial description. In
particular, this reveals precisely which combinatorial properties of reduced words are relevant,
and that Schur functions lay at the center of geometric realizations of subword complexes. More
specifically, we introduce parameter tensors and show their universality for geometric realizations
of subword complexes: Every realization of any spherical subword complex as a polytope or a
simplicial fan delivers a realization of a partial chirotope, called parameter tensor, that depends
essentially on data derived from the Coxeter group, and little on the words used to define the
subword complexes (see Theorem C).
Theorem. For each finite Coxeter groupW , there exists an explicit family of chirotopes X such that every
realization of a subword complex as a chirotope χ yields a realization of a chirotope in X.
This theorem has many ramifications. First, the combinatorial description of X is based upon
an extension of a classical notion related to permutations and their parity (being even or odd). To
this end, we introduce a set of sign functions on words (Definition 3.1). These sign functions are
used to prescribe the signs of minors of the involved parameter tensors (Theorem A and Corol-
laries I and II). Remarkably, the proof of the theorem above uncovers how a mild extension of
Schur functions play a central role in the description of the realization space of parameter tensors
(Theorem B), and at the same time leads to the dual Cauchy identity (Example 4.18). Finally, the
chirotopes in the family X are structurally very similar and empirical evidence further suggests
that the family Xmay consist of only 1 chirotope, and that it dictates much of the chirotope χ.
The study of parameter tensors open the door to a in-depth investigation of the space of geo-
metric realizations of subword complexes that relies on Schur functions and novel combinatorial
properties of reduced words. Completed with the universality result, this framework provides
a structured strategy to determine the polytopality of subword complexes and the possibility to
compare the difficulty of this problem to the “halving-line problem” and the “shortest common
supersequence problem”, see Section 5.
Outline. We present the necessary notions from linear algebra, algebraic combinatorics and
discrete geometry in Section 2. In Section 3, we present a theory of sign functions on words that
unifies the usual sign of permutations and the sign function presented in [BCL15] and prove
Theorem A. In Section 4, we define parameter tensors and model matrices as a tool to factorize the
determinant of “partial alternant matrices” and thereby prove Theorem B. Finally, in Section 5,
we combine both tools and present the universality of parameter tensors in Theorem C.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to express his gratitude to Federico Castillo, Ce-
sar Ceballos, Joseph Doolittle, Gil Kalai, Eran Nevo, Arnau Padrol, Vincent Pilaud, Vic Reiner,
Christophe Reutenauer, Francisco Santos, Rainer Sinn, and Gu¨nter M. Ziegler for several impor-
tant discussions leading to the results in this article. The author is grateful to Adriano Garcia,
Erza Miller and Richard P. Stanley for enlightening discussions that took place during the “Con-
ference Algebra and Combinatorics at LaCIM” for the 50th anniversary of the Centre de Recherches
MathÃľmatiques in September 2018. Further, the author is thankful to the Sagemath community,
whose work allowed to create the experimental tools leading to the present results.
2. Preliminaries
We adopt the following conventions: N “ t0, 1, 2, . . . u, n P Nzt0u, rns :“ t1, 2, . . . , nu, and `rns
k
˘
denotes the collection of k-elements subsets of rns. The cardinality of a set S is denoted by #S.
The symmetric group on n objects is denoted by Sn or SS , where S is a set of cardinality n, and
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the multiplicative group pt˘1u,ˆq is denoted by Z2. Vectors and linear functions are denoted
using bold letters such as e,g,v,x,y . . . , and scalars are denoted using normal script such as x.
Tensors are denoted using capitalized calligraphic letters such asM, T ,X . . . , and we use normal
font such as M,T,X if they should be thought of in some flattened form. Exponents on tensors
designate vector spaces while indices designate dual vector spaces. For ease of reading, some
known combinatorial objects are also denoted using uppercase calligraphic letters although they
are not tensors; hopefully the context should help avoid any confusion. Labeled sets of vectors
are denoted by uppercase boldface letters such asA.
2.1. Multilinear algebra. Let d ě 1 and Vd be a d-dimensional real vector space and denote its
dual space by V ˚d . As usual, vectors in Vd are represented as column vectors, while linear func-
tions V ˚d are represented as row vectors. We denote the transpose of vectors and of linear func-
tions by ¨J. We use Einstein summation convention for tensors, described as follows. Given a basis
te1, . . . , edu of Vd and a basis tf1, . . . , fdu of V ˚d , a pd ˆ dq-matrixM ij “ pmi,jq “ pmijq represents
the tensor
Mij :“
dÿ
i“1
dÿ
j“1
mije
i b fj P Vd b V ˚d .
Given a tensor T P pVdqa ˆ pV ˚d qb, a row of T is given by the restriction of T to a basis element of
pVdqa, i.e. a row is indexed by a tuple pi1, . . . , iaq P rdsa. Similarly, columns of T are obtained by
restricting T to basis elements of pV ˚d qb, and are labeled by tuples in rdsb. We view the product of
pd1 ˆ d2q-matrices with pd2 ˆ d3q-matrices using tensors via the following linear map:`
Vd1 b V ˚d2
˘ˆ `Vd2 b V ˚d3˘Ñ Vd1 b V ˚d3
ppxb fq, py b gqq ÞÑ fpyq ¨ pxb gq. (1)
More generally, given a tensor T ij P Vd1 b V ˚d2 and a tensor Ujk P Vd2 b V ˚d3 , we write the tensor
contraction as
V ik :“ T ij ¨ Ujk,
using the rule given in Equation (1). Contraction of higher rank tensors is defined similarly, by
matching the appropriate pairs of indices.
2.2. Vandermonde matrix and Binet–Cauchy Formula. The Vandermonde matrix of size d is
Vanderpdq :“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1
x1 x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xd
x21 x
2
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ x2d
...
...
. . .
...
xd´11 x
d´1
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xd´1d
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚“
dÿ
i“1
dÿ
j“1
xi´1j e
i b fj “ pxi´1j qpi,jqPrdsˆrds,
and its determinant is
detVanderpdq “
ź
1ďiăjďd
pxj ´ xiq “
ÿ
πPSd
signpπqxπp1q´11 ¨ ¨ ¨xπpdq´1d . (2)
The Vandermonde matrix is also obtained as the product of two rectangular matrices as follows.
LetWd :“ W ij,k :“
Àd
i“1 Idd be the augmentation of d identity matrices by concatenating them
columnwise. Thismatrix canbe rewritten as a tensor inVdbV ˚d bV ˚d as
řd
i“1
´
ei b
´řd
j“1 fj
¯
b fi
¯
.
Further, we define the tensor X k,j l P Vd b Vd b V ˚d as
X k,j l :“
dÿ
j“1
˜
dÿ
k“1
xk´1j
¸
ek b ej b fj .
By flattening it, the tensor X k,j l can be written as a matrix as
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Xd “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝
1
x1
x21
...
xd´11
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0
1
x2
x22
...
xd´12
¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
. . .
...
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
1
xN
x2N
...
xd´1N
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
From the definitions ofWd and Xd, and the properties of product of tensors, we get
Vanderpdq “WdXd “W ij,k ¨ X k,j l.
Indeed, the data is split in order for the product to give back the Vandermonde matrix.
In Section 4.3, we look at the determinants of variations of the Vandermonde matrices given in
this product form. In order to get hold of the signs of determinants of these variations, we use the
Binet–Cauchy formula. If M is a matrix, we denote by rM sZ the submatrix of M formed by the
rows (or columns) indexed by the set Z ordered as inM . When the order on Z is not determined
byM , we write the indices in a tuple.
Lemma 2.1 (Binet–Cauchy formula, see [RS13, Section 10.5, p.377] or [AZ14, Chapter 31]). If P is
an pr ˆ sq-matrix, Q an psˆ rq-matrix, and r ď s, then
detpPQq “
ÿ
ZPprssr q
pdetrP sZqpdetrQsZq, (3)
where rP sZ is the pr ˆ rq-submatrix of P with column-set Z , and rQsZ the pr ˆ rq-submatrix of Q with
the corresponding row-set Z .
In the Vandermonde case, sinceWd and Xd enjoy a simple structure, it is easy to reobtain the
formula for its determinant:
detVanderpdq “ detpWdXdq “
ÿ
ZPprssr q
pdetrWdsZqpdetrXdsZq.
Let Z P `rss
r
˘
.
‚ The matrix rWdsZ either has two equal columns or is a permutation matrix. Therefore, the
determinant detrWdsZ is 0, 1, or ´1. It is zero if at least two columns are equal, and equal to the
sign of the permutation associated to the permutation matrix otherwise.
‚ The determinant of rXdsZ is zero if two rows use the same variable xi. Otherwise, the determi-
nant is a monomial with variables in tx1, . . . , xdu.
Combining the two conditions for the determinants to be non-zero, we get back the fact that the
determinant of the Vandermonde matrix is the sum of the signed monomials in exactly d ´ 1
variables which have all distinct powers in t1, . . . , d´ 1u as in Equation (2).
2.3. Partial Schur functions. It is worth noting that alteringWd and Xd defined above in partic-
ular ways lead to generalizations of the Vandermonde matrix. For example, Schur functions can
be defined this way.
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Definition 2.2 (Schur functions via Vandermonde matrices [Mac15, Section 1.3], [Sta99, Chap-
ter 7.15], and [Sag01, Section 4.6]). Let λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . , λdq be a partition with λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě
λd ě 0, and J be an ordered set of indices of cardinality d. The Schur function sλ,J in the variables
txj : j P Ju is the quotient
sλ,J :“
detpxi´1`λd´i`1j qpi,jqPrdsˆJ
detVanderJ pdq ,
where VanderJ pdq is the Vandermonde matrix Vanderpdq with variables indexed by J . When
J “ rns for some n ě 1we omit the subscript J and simply write sλ.
Example 2.3.
(1) Let d “ 3 and consider the partition p4, 1, 0q. The Schur function sp4,1,0q is the determinant
of the matrix below divided by the Vandermonde determinant detVanderp3q:
sp4,1,0q “ 1
detVanderp3q
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ x0`01 x0`02 x0`03x1`11 x1`12 x1`13
x2`41 x
2`4
2 x
2`4
3
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
“ `x21 ` x22 ` x23˘px1 ` x2qpx1 ` x3qpx2 ` x3q.
The product of the matrices
Wp4,1,0q “
À3
i“1
¨
˝ 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
˛
‚ andXp4,1,0q “ ř3j“1 ´ř3k“1 xk´1j ¯ ek b ej b fj
gives the above matrix.
(2) If we set each part in the partition λ to 0, we get back the Vandermonde matrix, which
corresponds to the degree 0 symmetric polynomial 1.
The following definition is then quite natural. It is directly used to state Theorem B on page 24.
Definition 2.4 (Partial Schur functions). Letm ě 1, P “ ppiqni“1 be an ordered set partition of rms
where parts may be empty, and Λ “ pλiqni“1 be a sequence of partitions such that the number of
parts of λi is the cardinality of pi. The partial Schur function with respect to P and Λ is
SΛ,P :“
nź
i“1
sλi,pi .
This function is symmetric with respect to the action of
śn
i“1 Spi as a subgroup of Sm.
Example 2.5. Let m “ 4, P “ pt1, 3u, t2, 4uq, Λ1 “ pp0, 0q, p1, 0qq, Λ2 “ pp1, 0q, p0, 0qq, and
Λ3 “ pp3, 1q, p2, 0qq. The partial Schur functions with respect to P and the sequences of par-
titions are
SΛ1,P “ sp0,0q,t1,3u ¨ sp1,0q,t2,4u “ 1 ¨ px2 ` x4q,
SΛ2,P “ sp1,0q,t1,3u ¨ sp0,0q,t2,4u “ px1 ` x3q ¨ 1,
SΛ3,P “ sp3,1q,t1,3u ¨ sp2,0q,t2,4u “ x1x3px21 ` x1x3 ` x23q ¨ px22 ` x2x4 ` x24q.
2.4. Combinatorics on words. For basic notions on combinatorics on words and monoids, we
refer to the books [Lot97, Chapter 1] and [Die90, Chapter 1]. Let S “ ts1, . . . , snu be a finite al-
phabet of letters or generators equipped with the lexicographic order s1 ă s2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sn. Let
S˚ :“ ÀiPN Si be the free monoid generated by elements in S by concatenation, and call its ele-
mentswords or expressions anddenote by e the identity element or emptyword. Given awordw P Sm,
it is usually written w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wm, where wi denotes its i-th letter, and the length of w is m. A
word w of length m is equivalently defined as a function w : rms Ñ S; then wi represents the
image wpiq P S. When there exists two words u, v P S˚ such that w “ ufv, the word f P S˚
is called a factor of w. An occurrence of a factor f of length k in a word w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wm is a set
of positions ti, . . . , i ` pk ´ 1qu with i P rm ´ k ` 1s such that w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wi´1fwi`k ¨ ¨ ¨wm, i.e.
f “ wi ¨ ¨ ¨wi`pk´1q. In particular, a factor of length 1 gives an occurrence of some letter s P S.
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We denote by twui the set of occurrences of the letter si P S in w. Given a word w P Sm, we hence
associate the ordered set partition Ωw “ ptwu1, . . . , twunq of rms to w. Further we denote the car-
dinality of the set twui by |w|i :“ #twui. Let k ď m and w : rms Ñ S be a word of length m,
a subword v of length k of w is a word obtained by the composition v :“ w ˝ u, for some strictly
increasing function u : rks Ñ rms. Therefore, a subword is a concatenation of a sequence of fac-
tors. By extension, we define an occurrence of a subword as the union of the occurrences of the
factors whose concatenation give the subword. Consequently, the same word v P S˚ may give
rise to several subword occurrences in a longer word w, which are obtained by distinct sequences
of factors of w. Given a subword v “ w ˝ u of length k of a word w, its complement word wzv is the
subword ofw obtained byw˝u1where u1 : rm´ks Ñ rms is the increasing function such that u1piq
is the i-th smallest element in rmszuprksq. Given a word w “ w1 ¨ ¨ ¨wm, its reverse word revpwq is
the word wm ¨ ¨ ¨w1.
Define the monoid morphism α from S˚ to the free commutative monoid NS by its image on
the set S as follows
α : S˚ Ñ NS
s ÞÑ 1sptq :“
#
1, if t “ s,
0, else.
Given an ordering of the alphabet of generators S and a word w P S˚, the image
αpwq “ p|w|1, . . . , |w|nq
is a weak composition (i.e. an ordered partition where zeros can appear) called the abelian vector
of w. The morphism α records the number of occurrences of letters in words, and can be thought
of as an “abelianization” of the monoid S˚. Hence, the sum of the entries in αpwq is the length of
the word w. To lighten the notation, we shall write αw for the abelian vector αpwq.
2.5. Coxeter groups. For basic notions on Coxeter groups, we refer to the books [Hum90] or
[BB05]. Let pW,S “ ts1, . . . , snuq be a finite irreducible Coxeter system with Coxeter matrix M “
pmi,jqi,jPrns. We denote by R “ tpsisjqmi,j : si, sj P Su the associated set of braid relations. Some
choices of lexicographic orders aremore natural; hence, when influencial, we specify the ordering
by indicatingM andR explicitly. The set of braid relationsR generates a free submonoidR˚ of S˚
and the quotient monoid S˚{R˚ consisting of left-cosets of R˚ in S˚ has a left- and right-inverse
and thus forms a group which is isomorphic toW [BB05, p.3]. From this standpoint, the elements
of a Coxeter group W are equivalence classes of expressions and the representative expressions
with shortest length are called reduced. Bearing this in mind, we henceforth represent an element
w of the monoid S˚ and of the groupW both using concatenation of letters. Whenever a distinc-
tion is pertinent we emphasize if the word or its equivalence class is meant by writing w P S˚, or
w PW , respectively.
Throughout this text, we adopt the following notations. The function ℓ : W Ñ N denotes the
length function sending an element w PW to the length of its reduced expressions, the symbol w˝
denotes the longest element of W , and N :“ ℓpw˝q. Given an element w P W , we denote the set
of reduced expressions of w by Rpwq which is a finite subset of S˚. Solving the following problem
would be very helpful for the upcoming sections.
Problem 2.6. Let w PW .
(1) Characterize the set of abelian vectors tαv : v P Rpwqu.
(2) Give precise bounds on the number
νpwq :“ max  maxtαvpsq : s P Su : v P Rpwq(,
which is the maximum number of occurrences of a letter in any reduced expression of w.
(3) Describe the vector
µpwq :“ `mintαvpsq : v P Rpwqu˘sPS ,
which gives the minimum number of occurrences of each letter in any reduced expression of w.
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The abelian vectors for the reduced words of the longest element of types A,B,D, for small
rank andH are gathered in Tables 1 to 4 of Appendix A. In the symmetric group caseSn`1 “ An
and taking w˝ for w, Problem 2.6(2) is related to the “k-set problem” or “halving line problem”
via duality between points and pseudolines on the plane, see [Mat02, Chapter 11], [GOT18, Chap-
ter 5], and [PP12, Section 3.1] for a contextual explanation. Currently, the best lower bound we
know for νpw˝q in this case is neΩp
?
log n{2q [T0´1], and the best upper bound isOpn4{3q [Dey98]. For
a nice recent book on related topics, see [Epp18, Section 3.5]. Further, in type A, Problem 2.6(3) is
answered by
µpw˝q “
#
p1, 2, . . . , rn
2
s, . . . , 2, 1q if n is odd,
p1, 2, . . . , n
2
, n
2
, . . . , 2, 1q if n is even.
Indeed, this can be proved directly using the minimal number of inversions used at each position
necessary to obtain the reverse permutation rn` 1, n, . . . , 2, 1s.
We let ν :“ νpw˝q and refer to this value as the ho¨chstfrequenz of the group W . As Section 4.5
reveals, the ho¨chstfrequenz of the groupW is an important indicator for the genericity of vector
configurations geometrically realizing subword complexes.
2.6. Graphs on reduced expressions. Given twowords u, v P S˚ representing an elementw PW ,
they are related by a sequence of insertion or deletion of factors contained in R˚. Based on this
fact, one defines braid moves in a word by replacing a factor sisjsi ¨ ¨ ¨ of length mi,j by a factor
sjsisj ¨ ¨ ¨ of lengthmi,j , where i ‰ j. It is a well-known property of Coxeter groups that reduced
expressions in Rpwq are connected via finite sequences of braid moves, in particular that no re-
ductions s2i “ e are necessary [Mat64, Tit69] (see [BB05, Theorem 3.3] for a textbook version).
The graph Gpwq whose vertices are reduced expressions of w and edges represent braid moves
between expressions is hence connected. The diameter of Gpwq has been studied in [AD10, RR13]
and other closely related enumerative properties in [Ten17]. Certain minors of Gpwq are of par-
ticular interest here. They are represented in Figure 1 using a Hasse diagram of the graph minor
containment ordering. For example, Gcommpwq is obtained from Gpwq by contracting edges of Gpwq
representing braid moves of length 2. In these minors, the resulting multiple edges are fusionned
into a unique edge.
Gpwq
Gcommpwq
t2u
Gbraidpwq
t3u
Goddpwq
{even}
Gevenpwq
{odd}
G2pwq
tą 2u
Figure 1. Minors of Gpwq obtained by contracting the edges indicated by the ar-
row labels.
The symmetric group case has received more scrutiny: the vertices of Gbraid are called braid
classes and the vertices of Gcomm are called commutation classes. Bounds on the number of ver-
tices of Gpwq in terms of the number of vertices of Gbraidpwq and Gcommpwq have been obtained
in [FMPT18]. An asymptotic study of expected number of commutations in reduced words was
done in typeA [Rei05] and type B [Ten15] and it is possible to determine the number of elements
that have a unique reduced word [Har17]. Further, it is possible to define a metric on this graph
which relates naturally to balanced tableaux [Ass19].
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Remark 2.7. In the “simply laced” cases (types An, Dn, E6, E7, or E8), there are only two types
of braid moves, therefore Gbraid “ Geven and Gcomm “ Godd.
Remark 2.8. In the symmetric group case An, the graph Goddpw˝q is the underlying graph of the
Hasse diagram of the higher Bruhat order Bpn` 1, 2q, see [MS89, Zie93, FW00]. It is also studied
using rhombic tilings [Eln97], and is used to study intersections of Schubert cells [SSV97]. In other
finite types, the relation between Goddpw˝q and potential higher Bruhat orders remains unclear.
Convention in Figures. To lighten figures, wewrite reducedwords such as s1s2s1s3s2s1 using the
indices of the letters in S to get 121321. We denote classes of reduced words with more than one
element as 12t13u21 :“ t121321, 123121u. We encode the length of braid moves with continuous
edges for even lengths, dashed edges for odd lengths, and doubled edges for length 4 or 5.
Example 2.9 (Dihedral Group I2pmq). Let W “ I2pmq, with m ě 2. The graph Gpw˝q has two
vertices and one edge between them, see Figure 2.
m even: ps1s2qm2 ps2s1qm2 m odd: ps1s2qtm2 us1 ps2s1qtm2 us2
Figure 2. The graphs Gpw˝q for the dihedral group I2pmq
Example 2.10 (Symmetric group S4 “ A3). LetW “ A3 and S “ ts1, s2, s3u, such that ps1s2q3 “
ps1s3q2 “ ps2s3q3 “ e, see Figure 3.
Gpw˝q
123121 123212 132312
312132321232321323323123232123231213
213231 212321 121321
312312 132132213213231231
mij “ 2
mij “ 3
G2pw˝q “ Gbraidpw˝q “ Gevenpw˝q
t123121, 123212, 132312u
t321323, 321232, 312132ut231213, 232123, 323123u
t213231, 212321, 121321u
t312312u
t132132u
t213213u
t231231u
Gcommpw˝q “ Goddpw˝q
12t13u21 t123212u
t13u2t13u2
t321232u32t13u23t232123u
2t13u2t13u
t212321u
Figure 3. The graphs Gpw˝q, G2pw˝q “ Gbraidpw˝q “ Gevenpw˝q, and Gcommpw˝q “
Goddpw˝q for the symmetric group S4 “ A3
Example 2.11 (The hyperoctahedral group B3). Let W “ B3 and S “ ts1, s2, s3u, such that
ps1s2q4 “ ps1s3q2 “ ps2s3q3 “ e. The commutation classes of w˝ are illustrated in Figure 4. Since
every odd-length braid moves has length 3, we get Gbraidpw˝q “ Gevenpw˝q. There are 42 reduced
expressions for w˝. The impatient reader is invited to see Figure 10 on page 18 for an illustration.
Gcommpw˝q
mij “ 4
mij “ 3
3212t13u212
t13u2123212 t13u2t13u2t13u2
123212t13u2
t121232123u
12t13u2t13u23 12t13u21232
t321232121u
32t13u2t13u2123212t13u21
2t13u212321
212t13u2123
2123212t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u
Figure 4. The commutation classes of the longest word of the group B3
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Example 2.12 (Icosahedral group H3). Let W “ H3 and S “ ts1, s2, s3u, such that ps1s2q5 “
ps1s3q2 “ ps2s3q3 “ e. There are 44 commutation classes in Gcommpw˝q; see Figure 5 for an illus-
tration.
Gcommpw˝q
mij “ 5 mij “ 3
212t13u2t13u2t13u2123
212123212t13u2123
1212t13u212t13u2123
t121232121232123u
212t13u2123212123
212t13u212t13u212t13u
2123212123212t13u
12123212t13u2t13u2312t13u2t13u21232123
12123212t13u2123212t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u23
12t13u2t13u2t13u2123212t13u2123212t13u23
12t13u21232121232
2t13u2t13u2123212t13u2123212t13u2t13u2t13u
2t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2123212t13u212321
2t13u2123212t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u212321
2t13u212321212321
2t13u212t13u212t13u21 12t13u212t13u212t13u2
123212123212t13u2
123212t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2123212t13u2
123212t13u2123212t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2
t13u2t13u2t13u2123212t13u2123212t13u2t13u2
23212123212t13u21
32t13u2123212t13u2123212t13u2t13u2t13u21
32t13u2t13u2t13u2t13u2123212t13u21232121
32123212t13u2t13u2132t13u2t13u21232121
32
12
t13
u2t
13
u2t
13
u21
2
32
12
12
32
12
t13
u21
2
t13
u21
2t1
3u2
12
t13
u21
2
t13
u21
23
21
21
23
21
2
32
12
t13
u21
23
21
21
2
32
12
t13
u21
2t1
3u2
12
1
t32
12
32
12
12
32
12
1u
Figure 5. The commutation classes of the longest word of the group H3
Of particular importance for us is the fact that the graphs Gpw˝q, Gevenpwq, and Goddpwq are bi-
partite graphs. The following theoremwas proved for finite Coxeter group by Bergeron, Ceballos,
and the author using a geometric argument in [BCL15] and generalized to infinite Coxeter groups
and extended to a finer description by Grinberg and Postnikov in [GP17] using only conjugations
instead of automorphisms.
Lemma 2.13 ([BCL15, Theorem 3.1],[GP17, Theorem 2.0.3]). LetW be a Coxeter group and w P W .
For any set E of braid moves closed under automorphism ofW , the minor of Gpwq obtained by contracting
edges not contained in E is a bipartite graph. In particular, Gpwq, Gevenpwq, and Goddpwq are bipartite
graphs.
2.7. Subword complexes of Coxeter groups. For each finite Coxeter group pW,Sq, Knutson and
Miller introduced a family of simplicial complexes called subword complexes which reveals the
Bruhat order within words in S˚ [KM04, KM05]. Subword complexes form one of the tools they
used to connect the algebra and combinatorics of Schubert polynomials to the geometry of Schu-
bert varieties. We present here an adaptation of the original definition, using results from [CLS14,
Section 3] and [BCL15, Section 2], that particularly suits our purposes. Given a word p P S˚, we
can order the occurrences of all its subwords by set-inclusion to obtain a Boolean lattice p2rℓppqs,Ďq
and subword complexes are certain lower ideals of such Boolean lattices determined using re-
duced words. More precisely, let pW,Sq be a finite Coxeter group, w˝ be its longest element and
p P Sm. The subword complex ∆W ppq is the simplicial complex on the set rms whose facets are
complements of occurrences of reduced words for w˝ in the word p [KM04, Definition 2.1].
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Remark 2.14. The original definition allows to use reduced words for any element π P W . By
[CLS14, Theorem 3.7], every spherical subword complex ∆W pp, πq is isomorphic to ∆W pp1q for
some word p1. Besides, although we explicitly study the finite case, the considerations presented
hereafter remain valid in the infinite case without adding too restrictive conditions.
Subword complexes possess a particularly nice combinatorial and topological structure: They
are vertex-decomposable and homeomorphic to sphere or balls [KM04, Theorem 2.5 and 3.7].
Knutson and Miller originally asked whether they can be realized as the boundary of a convex
polytope [KM04, Question 6.4]. So far, the realized subword complexes include famous polytopes:
simplices, even-dimensional cyclic polytopes, polar dual of generalized associahedra, see [CLS14,
Section 6] for a survey on the related conjectures and the references therein. Subword complexes
of type A are intimately related to multi-triangulations, a generalization of usual triangulations
of a convex polygon [Jon03a, PP12]. The only “non-classical” instance of multi-associahedron
which is realized is a 6-dimensional polytope with 12 vertices realizing the simplicial complex
of 2-triangulations of the 8-gon, see [BP09, Ceb12, BCL15], which is a type A3 subword complex.
Further, fan realizations have been provided for type A3 and two cases in A4 [BCL15] and for
2-triangulations (type A) with rank 5, 6, 7 and 8 [Man18].
Due to their combinatorial provenance, we can attribute a combinatorial type to each facet.
Definition 2.15 (Combinatorial type and abelian vector of facet). Let ∆W ppq be a subword com-
plex. The combinatorial type of a facet f of ∆W ppq is the complement subword pzf of f in p. Two
facets are combinatorially equivalentwhen their combinatorial types are the same. The abelian vector
of a facet f is the abelian vector αpzf of its combinatorial type.
Example 2.16. LetW “ A2 and p “ p1p2p3p4p5 “ s1s2s1s2s2. The subword complex ∆A2ppq has
two combinatorial types of facets. The facets t1, 4u and t1, 5u have type s2s1s2 and the facet t4, 5u
has type s1s2s1. The abelian vector of t1, 4u and t1, 5u is p1, 2q and the abelian vector of t4, 5u is
p2, 1q. The letters p2 and p3 are contained in every occurrences of reduced word for w˝ in p, so 2
and 3 are non-vertices of the subword complex ∆A2ppq, see Figure 6.
1
4
5 2
3
Figure 6. A small subword complex with two non-vertices
2.8. Fans, Gale duality and chirotopes. In this section, we describe a general technique to realize
simplicial spheres as the boundary of convex polytopes. We rely on the reference books [Gru¨03,
Section 5.4], [Zie95, Chapter 6] and [DLRS10, Section 2.5, 4.1, and 5.4] for the notions used here.
We assume the reader’s familiarity with the elementary objects from convex geometry apart from
the following essential notions, that we recall below.
Given a label set J of cardinality m, a vector configuration in Rd is a set A :“ tpj | j P Ju of
labeled vectors pj P Rd [DLRS10, Definition 2.5.1]. The rank ofA is its rank as a set of vectors. We
assume vector configurations to have maximal rank, i.e. r “ d, and we write them as matrices in
R
dˆm; observe that in order to do so we implicitly assume that J is totally ordered. We denote the
non-negative span of a set of vectors labeled by a subset C Ď J by coneApCq. A vector configura-
tion is acyclic if there is a linear function that is positive in all the elements of the configuration. It
is totally cyclic if coneApJq is equal to the vector space spanned byA.
LetA be a vector configuration inRd consisting ofm labeled vectors. A fan supported byA is a
family F “ tK1,K2, . . . ,Kku of non-empty polyhedral cones generated by vectors inA such that
every non-empty face of a cone in F is also a cone inF , and the intersection of any two cones inF
is a face of both, see e.g. [Zie95, Section 7.1]. A fan F is simplicial if every K P F is a simplicial
cone, that is if every cone is generated by linearly independant vectors, and it is complete if the
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union K1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Kk is Rd. The 1-dimensional cones of a fan are called rays. In a complete fan,
inclusion-maximal cones are called facets, and pd´ 1q-dimensional cones are called ridges.
The simplicial complex∆F on rmswhose faces are index sets of cones in a complete simplicial
fan F is homeomorphic to a sphere. In this case, we say that F gives a complete simplicial fan
realization of the simplicial complex∆F . Such simplicial complexes are also called geodesic spheres,
since the intersection of F with the unit sphere is a geodesic triangulation of it. Other names
include “star-shaped” or “fan-like”, see e.g. [Ewa96, Part I, Chapter 3, Definition 5.4 and 5.6]. To
each vector configuration correspond a dual object called Gale transform.
Definition 2.17 (Gale transform [DLRS10, Definition 4.1.35] [Zie95, Section 6.4]). Let A P Rdˆm
be a rank d vector configuration withm elements. A Gale transformB P Rpm´dqˆm ofA is a vector
configuration of rankm´ r whose rowspan equals the right-kernel ofA. We denote by GalepAq
the set of all Gale transforms ofA.
Let A P Rdˆm be a vector configuration supporting a complete simplicial fan F . Since A is
totally cyclic, Gale duality implies that its Gale transforms are acyclic. Furthermore, Gale duality
makes an independent subset C Ď J in the primal A correspond to a spanning subset JzC in
the dualB, and vice-versa. Full-dimensional cones in F are spanning and independent inA and
hence are complements of independent and spanning subconfigurations of any B P GalepAq.
Given such a full-dimensional cone in F spanned by a set of vectors C Ď J , its dual simplex C˚
is JzC. The cone generated by C˚ in B P GalepAq is called the dual simplicial cone of C and is
denoted by coneBpC˚q. Following [DLRS10, Section 9.5], to obtain a realization of a simplicial sphere
∆ as the boundary of a convex simplicial polytope one possibility is to proceed in two steps:
(T) Obtain a vector configurationA supporting a complete simplicial fanF whose underlying
geodesic sphere ∆F is isomorphic to the face lattice of the simplicial sphere ∆, (Triangu-
lation) and
(R) prove that the underlying triangulation of the space by ∆F is regular. Equivalently, find
one point on each ray, so that taking the convex hull of these points yields a simplicial
polytope whose boundary complex is isomorphic to ∆, see [DLRS10, Corollary 9.5.3].
(Regularity)
The first step relies heavily on the combinatorial structure of the sphere, whereas the success of
the second step relies heavily on the geometry of the obtained simplicial fan.
To complete step (T), we need to find a vector configurationA supporting a particular triangu-
lation ∆, whose facial structure dictates orientations of sets of vectors. In particular, every cone
in F spanned by exactly d vectors inA gets a sign in t´1, 0,`1u. This information is encoded via
(abstract) chirotopes.
Definition 2.18 (Chirotope, see e.g. [BLVS`99, Theorem 3.6.2]). Let J be a finite totally ordered
label set and r be a positive integer. A chirotope of rank r is a map χ : Jr Ñ t´1, 0, 1u such that
(1) χ is an alternating function, i.e. χ ˝ w “ signpwqχ for all permutations w P SJ .
(2) the set tB P Jr : χpBq ‰ 0u is non-empty and is the set of basis of a matroid of rank r,
the underlying matroid of χ.
(3) for any γ P Jr´2 and a, b, c, d P J , if
χpa, d, γq ¨ χpb, c, γq ě 0 and χpc, d, γq ¨ χpa, b, γq ě 0,
then χpa, c, γq ¨ χpb, d, γq ě 0. (PlÃĳcker–Grassmann relations)
Definition 2.19 (Chirotope of a vector configuration [DLRS10, Definition 8.1.1]). LetA be a vector
configuration in Rd. The chirotope χA of rank r :“ d associated toA is the map
χA : J
d Ñ t´1, 0, 1u
pj1, . . . , jdq ÞÑ signdetrAspj1,...,jdq.
In oriented matroid terms, chirotopes of vector configurations are also referred to as realizable
chirotopes. In turn, realizable chirotopes form an equivalent encoding of realizable oriented matroids.
The vector configuration A gives a realization of the underlying chirotope χA. We recall the fol-
lowing lemma that gives conditions to form a complete simplicial fan and fulfill step (T). The
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lemma has the peculiarity that the first two conditions are expressed using the Gale dual, which
is practical when considering subword complexes.
Lemma 2.20 (see [BCL15, Lemma 3]). Let ∆ be a simplicial complex on J “ rms homeomorphic to a
sphere of dimension d´ 1. A totally cyclic vector configurationA P Rdˆm supports a complete simplicial
fan realization of ∆ if and only if the following conditions on A and a Gale transform B P GalepAq are
satisfied.
(B) Dual simplicial cones coneBpC˚q are independant in Rm´r. (Basis)
(F) If I and J are two facets of∆ intersecting along a ridge, then the interior of the corresponding dual
simplicial cones intersect. (Flip)
(I) There is a cone inA whose interior is not intersected by any other cones. (Injectivity)
Chirotopes are practical since properties (B) and (F) enjoy a simple interpretation in terms of
signs: cones corresponding to facets of∆ have non-zero signs (Basis), and two facets intersecting
along a ridge have compatible sign with respect to the underlying total order on J (Flip). This
compatibility is made explicit in the next section. If A is a vector configuration satisfying condi-
tions (B) and (F), we say that ∆ is realizable as a chirotope, a chirotopal sphere, or that A provides a
realization of ∆ as a chirotope. The conditions (B) and (F) only give a partial description of a chiro-
tope, hence it is possible to have several abstract chirotopes realizing the same simplicial sphere
∆.
Now, assume that we have completed step (T) obtaining a complete fan F with a vector con-
figurationA and a Gale transformB. The next step is to prove that the induced triangulation∆F
of Rd is regular. Having a fan F already guarantees that the dual simplicial cones of adjacent
facets intersect in their interior. To have a regular triangulation, the common intersection of all
dual simplicial cones should have non-empty interior:
Proposition 2.21 (see [DLRS10, Theorem 5.4.5 and 5.4.7]). Let F be a complete simplicial fan in Rd
supported by a configurationA of m vectors and B P GalepAq. The triangulation of Rd induced by F is
regular if and only if the intersection of all dual simplicial cones in B is a full-dimensional cone in Rm´d.
The relationships between geometric realizations of a spherical simplicial complex ∆ as the
boundary of a convex simplicial polytope, as a complete fan and as a chirotope are summarized
as follows (compare [Ewa96, Part I, End of Chapter 3.5 and Chapter 5.7]):
∆ is polytopal ùñ ∆ is geodesic ùñ ∆ is chirotopal.
Going one step from right to left represents a significant leap in difficulty. Evidently, realizable
chirotopes are necessary to obtain geometric realizations as polytopes or complete fans. Hence
understanding the structure of the chirotopes realizing subword complexes is crucial. Further,
since chirotopes are inherently combinatorial and do not capture all of the necessary intricate
convex structure, they may be described and studied with more ease. In the upcoming sections,
we thus proceed to describe a particular family of partial chirotopes—refered to as parameter ma-
trices—that uncovers the structure of chirotopes of subword complexes. Finally, we will show
that the existence of parameter matrices is necessary for the realizability of subword complexes
as chirotopes and hence as complete fans and polytopes.
3. Sign functions of words
In the symmetric groupSn`1 – An, the sign of a permutation is defined using the parity of its
number of pairwise inversions; even permutations being “`” and odd permutations being “´”.
This definition shows directly that the Hasse diagram of the weak order of the symmetric group
(and more generally of Coxeter groups) is bipartite. In this section, we present an extension of
this notion on subsets of words of S˚ defined using sign functions.
Definition 3.1 (Sign functions on words). Let M Ď S˚ be a non-empty set of words in S. A
function fromM to the multiplicative group Z2 is a sign function onM . The set of sign functions
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onM equipped with the binary operation
Z2
M ˆ Z2M Ñ Z2M
pφ, ψq ÞÑ φψpmq :“
#
1, if φpmq “ ψpmq,
´1, else,
forms a group: the group of sign functions onM .
3.1. Sign function on minors of Gpwq. Given an element w P W , Lemma 2.13 gives a way to
define a close cousin of signs of permutations where now the ground set is Rpwq and even and
odd expressions are then defined in various ways, as Lemma 2.13 permits. Two cases are more
relevant:
Sign function Fodd: Changing the signwhen an odd-length braidmove is done, and leaving
the sign unchanged when an even-length braid move is done. Since the minor Goddpwq is
bipartite, we can assign one part to have positive sign and the other to have negative sign.
This way, the sign changes along every edge representing a braidmove of odd length, and
the sign remains unchanged along the contracted edges.
Sign function Feven: Changing the sign when an even-length braid move is done, and leav-
ing the sign unchanged when an odd-length braid move is done. Similarly, since Gevenpwq
is bipartite we can assign positive and negative signs to the reduced expressions.
As illustrated in Figure 1, since Godd is a minor of Gcomm and Geven is a minor of Gbraid, the sign
functions Feven and Fodd are class functions on braid classes and commutation classes, respec-
tively. These sign functions are unique up to a global multiplication by “´1”.
Example 3.2 (Feven and Fodd sign functions on braid and commutation classes in type A3). We
can give “`” and “´” signs to the vertices of Gevenpw˝q and Goddpw˝q and by Remark 2.7, we get
functions on braid and commutation classes that change along edges in Gevenpw˝q and Goddpw˝q,
see Figure 7.
Feven on G2pw˝q “ Gbraidpw˝q “ Gevenpw˝q
`
t123121, 123212, 132312u
`
t321323, 321232, 312132u
´
t231213, 232123, 323123u
´
t213231, 212321, 121321u
´
t312312u
´ t132132u`
t213213u
`t231231u
Fodd on Gcommpw˝q “ Goddpw˝q
`
12t13u21
´
t123212u
`t13u2t13u2
´
t321232u
`
32t13u23
´
t232123u
` 2t13u2t13u
´
t212321u
Figure 7. Feven and Fodd sign functions on braid and commutation classes of w˝
in type A3
Example 3.3 (Feven sign function on braid classes of type B3). We can give “`” and “´” signs to
the vertices of Gevenpw˝q and get a class function on braid classes, illustrated in Figure 8.
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Feven on Gbraidpw˝q “ Gevenpw˝q
mij “ 2 mij “ 4
´
3121t232u12
`t312132132u `t312312312u ` 1321t232u12
´t312312132u ´ t132132132u ´ 1t232u12312
` 1t232u12132
´ 123121t232u
`t123123123u ` 121321t232u
´
121t232u123
`
21t232u1213
´ t231231213u´t213213213u´21t232u1231
` t231213213u` t231231231u`21321t232u1
´23121t232u1
`t232u121321
´t232u123121 ´ t321321321u
`
321t232u121
´
t321231212u
`
t321213212u
´
t212312123u
`
t212132123u
Figure 8. Feven sign function on braid classes for w˝ in type B3
The T -signature of reduced expressions is the sign function where even-length braid moves
change the sign, i.e., the sign function Feven above on the graph Gevenpw˝q. The T -sign function is
defined as
τ : Rpw˝q Ñ t`1,´1u,
such that if w and w1 are two reduced expressions of w˝ related by a braid move of length mi,j ,
then τpwq “ p´1qmi,j´1τpw1q, see [BCL15, Definition 3.5].
Remark 3.4. The letter T is used to hint at a usual notation for the set of reflections of W , see
[BCL15, Remark 3.7] for an equivalent formulation in type A using T . The T -sign function is
well-defined by Lemma 2.13 and unique up to a global multiplication by “´1”. A certain choice
is well-suited for our purpose and is specified in Section 3.4.
Example 3.5. In Figures 7 and 8, we can determine the sign of all reduced expressions using the
bipartiteness ofGevenpw˝q, namely every element in the same braid class (of length 3 in those cases)
receive the same sign.
The T -sign function is central to a combinatorial and geometric condition that led to the con-
struction of complete simplicial fans for subword complexes in [BCL15]. It helped to deliver com-
plete fanswith cone lattices corresponding to subword complexes of typeA3 and some of typeA4.
This condition is based on signature matrices:
Definition 3.6 (Coxeter signaturematrices [BCL15, Definition 9]). Let pW,Sq be a finite irreducible
Coxeter system and p P Sm. A matrixB P RNˆm is a signature matrix of typeW for p, if for every
occurrence Z of every reduced expression v of w˝ in p, the equality
signpdetrBsZq “ τpvq
holds.
The vector configuration underlying a signature matrix yields a partially defined chirotope:
subsets corresponding to a reduced expression v of w˝ must have the non-zero sign τpvq, while
all others are left undetermined. Let p P Sm andA P Rpm´Nqˆm. Wedenote byFp,A the collection
of cones spanned by sets of columns ofA that correspond to faces of the subword complex∆W ppq.
The following proposition demonstrates the important role of signature matrices, and hence of
the T -sign function, in order for Fp,A to form a complete simplicial fan.
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Proposition 3.7 ([Ceb12, Section 3.1, Theorem 3.7], see also [BCL15, Theorem 3]). Let p P Sm and
A P Rpm´Nqˆm. The collection of cones Fp,A is a complete simplicial fan realizing the subword complex
∆W ppq if and only if
(S) the Gale transform B P GalepAq is a signature matrix for p, (Signature) and
(I) there is a facet of∆W ppq such that the interior of its associated cone in Fp,A does not intersect any
other cone of Fp,A. (Injectivity)
3.2. The S-sign function. The monoid morphism from S˚ to Z2 sending a word w to p´1qℓpwq is
the parity sign function. This function does not take the lexicographic order on S into account. In
contrast, the S-sign function defined below intrinsically makes use of the lexicographic order. As
it turns out, the S-sign function is an integral part of the sign of detrBsZ in Definition 3.6.
Beforedefining theS-sign function, wefirst give some basic concepts, see e.g. [Die90, Chapter 1]
formore details. Letw P Sm be awordwith abelian vectorαw “ pciqsiPS . Thewordw :“ sc11 . . . scnn
is the lexicographic normal form of αw. Permutations in Sm acts on the letters of w as
π ¨ w :“ wπp1q ¨ ¨ ¨wπpmq,
where π P Sm. The permutation of Sm with exactly the same inversions as w is its standard
permutation and is denoted stdpwq. The standard permutation is the minimal length permutation
whose inverse sorts w: stdpwq´1 ¨ w “ w. The inversion number invpwq of w is the number of
inversions of stdpwq. Equivalently, the inversion number invpwq is the smallest number of swaps
of two consecutive letters of w required to obtain the lexicographic normal form of αw.
Remark 3.8. The lexicographic normal form appears as the “non-decreasing rearrangement” of
a word, see e.g. [HR01, Section 2]. Therein, the authors refer to an article of Schensted [Sch61]
where the standardization of a word was introduced.
Lemma 3.9. Let v P Sm. The number of swaps invpvq equals the number of pairs pi, jq P rms2 such that
i ă j and the letter vj P S is smaller than the letter vi P S in the lexicographic order.
Definition 3.10 (S-sign of a word). Let w P S˚. The S-sign σpwq of w is
σpwq :“ p´1qinvpwq,
where invpwq is the inversion number of w.
The following proposition predicts the behavior of the S-sign depending on the abelian vector
of words.
Proposition 3.11. Let w P Sm and let αw “ pciqsiPS be its abelian vector. The inversion number of w
and its reverse revpwq satisfy
invpwq ` invprevpwqq “
ˆ
m
2
˙
´
ÿ
sPS
ˆ
ci
2
˙
.
Therefore, invpwq and invprevpwqq have the same parity if and only if `m
2
˘´řsPS `ci2˘ is even.
Proof. We give a bijective proof. There are
`
m
2
˘
pairs of distinct positions in the word w. These
pairs split into three exclusive cases.
‚ The two letters are the same in S,
‚ the two letters are in lexicographic order from left-to-right, or
‚ the two letters are in lexicographic order from right-to-left.
There are
ř
sPS
`
ci
2
˘
pairs in the first case. The two other cases are exactly the inversions of w and
revpwq by Lemma 3.9. 
Example 3.12 (Sign of permutations). The S-signature of words in S˚ is an extension of the usual
sign function on permutation. Letw P S˚with abelian vectorαw “ p1, . . . , 1q. Reading the indices
of the letters of the word w from left to right gives a permutation of rns. The inversion number
invpwq counts the number of pairs of (necessarily distinct) numbers in rns which are unordered
in w and hence the S-sign of w is equal to the usual sign of the permutation that w represents.
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Proposition 3.13. Let w P S˚ and φ : S Ñ S be the lexicographic order reversing map such that
φpsiq “ sn´i`1. Denote byÐÝinvpwq the number of swaps of w in the reversed ordering of the alphabet. Then
ÐÝ
invpwq “ invprevpwqq “ invpφpwqq.
Proof. When permuting the letters of w to obtain the lexicographic normal form with respect to
the reverse lexicographic order we obtain the reverse of the lexicographic normal form obtained
with the usual ordering of the alphabet. Therefore, reversing w and ordering alphabetically gives
the same number of inversions by symmetry, provingÐÝinvpwq “ invprevpwqq.
By Lemma 3.9, the numberÐÝinvpwq is equal to the number of pairs pi, jq P rms2 such that i ă j
and the letter wj P S is larger than the letter wi P S in the lexicographic order. By applying φ to w
these pairs pi, jq become exactly the inversions of φpwq, proving thatÐÝinvpwq “ invpφpwqq. 
The S-sign of words behaves differently from the T -sign along braid moves as the following
theorem shows.
Theorem A. Let 1 ď i ă j ď n, and u, v P S˚ be two words. Further, define
bi,j :“ sisjsi . . . of lengthmi,j , κ :“
ÿ
iăkďj
|u|k, and µ :“
ÿ
iďkăj
|v|k.
In other words, the number κ is the number of occurrences of letters sk in u such that i ă k ď j and µ is
the number of occurrences of letters sk in v such that i ď k ă j. The S-sign function σ satisfies
σpubi,jvq “
#
p´1qmi,j2 σpubj,ivq, ifmi,j is even,
p´1qκ`µσpubj,ivq, ifmi,j is odd.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we have to track the change in the number of inversions in the word after
doing a braid move.
Suppose thatmi,j is even. Since the abelian vector of the words ubi,jv and ubj,iv are the same,
it suffices to examine the changes in the number of swaps involving two letters that are contained
in bi,j . Indeed, the ordering of any other pair of positions stay unchanged. The number of swaps
in bi,j ismi,jpmi,j ´ 2q{8 and the number of swaps in bj,i ismi,jpmi,j ` 2q{8 hence their difference
ismi,j{2.
Suppose that mi,j is odd. It suffices to consider the change in the number of swaps involving
at least one position in bi,j . The number of swaps in bi,j and bj,i are the same, since the first
occurrence of si is not swapped with any occurrence of sj in bi,j , and putting it at the end and
simultaneously replacing it by sj to obtain bj,i does not create any new swap. Therefore, we only
need to count the number of swaps involving the first occurrence of si in bi,j with letters in u,
which are not swaps once the occurrence of si is moved at the end of bi,j and replaced by sj . This
number is exactly κ. Further, after removing si at the beginning of bi,j and putting sj at its end,
we create swaps with the letters in v which did not need to be swapped with si, this number of
swaps is exactly µ. 
Corollary I. Let w PW and u, v P Rpwq be two reduced words for w that are related by k commutations,
i.e. braid moves of length 2. The S- and T -sign function satisfy
σpuq “ p´1qkσpvq and τpuq “ p´1qkτpvq.
In other words, both the S-sign and the T -sign change along braid moves of length 2.
3.3. S-sign functions on reduced expressions for small rank Coxeter groups.
Example 3.14 (Dihedral Group I2pmq). LetW “ I2pmq, with m ě 2. The S-sign function for the
reduced expressions is determined by the residue ofm mod 4, see Figure 9.
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m ” 2 mod 4:
ps1s2qm2 ps2s1qm2
´
m ” 0 mod 4:
ps1s2qm2 ps2s1qm2
`
m ” 1, 3 mod 4:
ps1s2qtm2 us1 ps2s1qtm2 us2
`
Figure 9. The S-sign for reduced expressions of w˝ for the dihedral group I2pmq.
Since the S-sign values vary within the same residue class, we label the edge by
the product of the S-signs of its vertices which is invariant.
Example 3.15. Let W “ B3. The S-sign function on reduced expressions of w˝ is illustrated in
Figure 10. Observe that the S-sign does not change on all braid moves of length 3, hence in this
case, the S-sign is a well-defined class function on braid classes Gevenpw˝q “ Gbraidpw˝q. Never-
theless, it is not equal to the T -sign function on Gevenpw˝q since the T -sign function changes along
braid moves of length 4.
S-sign on Gpw˝q
mij “ 2 mij “ 3 mij “ 4
` 312132312
´312132132 ´312312312 ´ 132132312
`312312132 ` 132132132 ` 132312312
´ 132312132
´ 123212132
` 123212312
´ 132123212
` 312123212
´123121232
´123121323 ` 121321232
`123123123 ` 121321323
´
121323123
` 213231213
´ 231231213´213213213´213231231
` 231213213` 231231231`213213231
´231213231
´ 231212321
`213212321
´212321231
`
212321213
´ 323121321
`323123121 ` 321321321
´
321323121
`232123121
´ 232121321
´
321232121
´
321231212
`
312123212
`
212312123
´
212132123
´
121232123
Figure 10. The S-sign function on reduced words of w˝ in type B3
Example 3.16 (Symmetric group S4 “ A3). Let W “ A3. The S-sign function for the reduced
expressions of w˝ is not equal to the T -sign, see Figure 11. Consider the underlined braid move
of length 3 between s1s2s1s3s2s1 and s2s1s2s3s2s1. On the one hand, the S-sign changes because
in this case, we compute κ “ 0 and µ “ 1 in Theorem A. On the other hand, the T -sign does not
change since 3 is odd.
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S-sign on Gpw˝q
`
123121
´
123212
`
132312
`
312132
`
321232
´
321323
`
323123
´
232123
`
231213
`
213231
`
212321
´
121321
´312312 ´ 132132´ 213213´231231
mij “ 2
mij “ 3
Figure 11. The S-sign for reduced expressions of w˝ in type A3
3.4. The punctual sign function. The existence of geodesic realizations of subword complexes
requires the existence of the T -sign function, as first observed in [Ceb12, Proposition 3.4]. As we
have seen in Proposition 3.7, the T -sign prescribes the orientation of dual simplicial cones in order
to get a complete simplicial fan. The S-sign further takes care of the intrinsic ordering related to a
word and contributes to determine the orientation of dual simplicial cones. We investigate these
relations further in Sections 4 and 5. Here, we introduce the punctual sign functionwhich considers
both signs and give some examples.
Definition 3.17 (Punctual sign function ✡❏ 1). The punctual sign function ✡❏ is defined as
✡❏ : Rpw˝q Ñ t`1,´1u
w ÞÑ σpwq ¨ τpwq,
where σ is theS-sign function onwords inS˚ and τ is theT -sign function on reducedwordsRpw˝q.
Since T is defined up to a global multiplication by “´1”, the punctual sign function is also
well-defined up to a global multiplication by “´1”. For this reason, we henceforth fix the T -sign
of the lexicographically first reduced subword of w˝ occuring in ps1 ¨ ¨ ¨ snq8 to have positive sign.
The definition of product of sign functions allows to interpret the values of the ✡❏-sign function: it
is positive when the S and T functions are equal, and negative otherwise. Further, its behavior
along braid moves is determined as follows. Set w “ ubi,jv and w1 “ ubj,iv with ℓpbi,jq “ mi,j as
in Theorem A, then
✡❏pwq “
$’&
’%
✡❏pw1q ifmi,j ” 2 mod 4,
´✡❏pw1q ifmi,j ” 0 mod 4,
p´1qκ`µ✡❏pw1q ifmi,j ” 1 or 3 mod 4.
Although this definition using modular arithmetic gives some insight on ✡❏ , is it not clear whether
there is a combinatorial interpretation of ✡❏ not stemming from σ and τ .
Example 3.18 (Dihedral Group I2pmq). LetW “ I2pmq, with m ě 2. The punctual sign function
for the reduced expressions of w˝ is determined by the residue ofmmod 4, see Figure 12.
m ” 2 mod 4
ps1s2qm2 ps2s1qm2
`
m ” 0 mod 4
ps1s2qm2 ps2s1qm2
´
m ” 1, 3 mod 4
ps1s2qtm2 us1 ps2s1qtm2 us2
`
Figure 12. The punctual signs for reduced expressions of the dihedral group
I2pmq. Since the punctual sign values varies within the same residue class, we
label the edge by the product of the punctual signs of its vertices which is invari-
ant.
1Bymultiplying the sign functionsS andT , we see the abbreviation “s.t.” (lat. sine tempore), which, in germanacademic
culture, describes events starting punctually. We suggest to pronounce the hourglass symbol ✡❏pwq as “clock of w”.
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Example 3.19 (Symmetric groupS4 “ A3). LetW “ A3. The punctual sign function is illustrated
in Figure 13.
✡❏-sign on Gpw˝q
`
123121
´
123212
`
132312
`
312132
`
321232
´
321323
´
323123
`
232123
´
231213
´
213231
´
212321
`
121321
`312312 ` 132132´ 213213´231231
mij “ 2
mij “ 3
Figure 13. The punctual sign function for reduced expressions of the group A3
Example 3.20 (Hyperoctahedral groupB3). LetW “ B3. The punctual sign function is illustrated
in Figure 14.
✡❏-sign on Gpw˝q
mij “ 2 mij “ 3 mij “ 4
´ 312132312
´312132132 ´312312312 ´ 132132312
´312312132 ´ 132132132 ´ 132312312
´ 132312132
´ 123212132
´ 123212312
´ 132123212
´ 312123212
`123121232
`123121323 ` 121321232
`123123123 ` 121321323
`
121323123
` 213231213
` 231231213`213213213`213231231
` 231213213` 231231231`213213231
`231213231
` 231212321
`213212321
`212321231
`
212321213
´ 323121321
´323123121 ´ 321321321
´
321323121
´232123121
´ 232121321
´
321232121
`
321231212
`
312123212
´
212312123
´
212132123
`
121232123
Figure 14. The punctual sign function on reduced words of w˝ in type B3.
4. Model matrices
In this section, we give a factorization formula for the determinant of matrices´
fi,jpxjq
¯
i,jPrks
,
where fi,jpxjq is a polynomial in Rrxjs based on the Binet–Cauchy formula. Matrices of this
form include the so-called alternant matrices. They were considered already in the XIXth century,
if not earlier, see [Sta99, Chapter 7, Notes]. The case when fi,j does not depend on the index
j (equivalently, if interchanging variables is equivalent to permuting the columns) is classical
[Ait39, Chapter 6] and [Mui60, Chapter XI]. The Vandermonde matrix is the case when fi,jpxjq “
xi´1j , for i, j P rks. Since all the columns of the Vandermonde matrix are equal up to change of
variables, its determinant is an alternating polynomial in the variables x1, . . . , xk with respect
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to the group action of Sk by permuting the variable indices. As Definition 2.2 shows, the same
holds for the columns of the matrix used to define Schur functions, leading to the fact that its
determinant is divisible by the Vandermonde determinant and thus the quotient is a symmetric
polynomial in the variables x1, . . . , xk . At the opposite end, if no two columns are equal up to a
change of variables, no non-trivial permutation action acts canonically on the determinant.
Having the construction of signature matrices in mind, we are particularly interested in the
case when subsets of columns are equal up to a change of variables depending on a reduced
word. When the columns are partitioned into subsets of columns that are equal up to permuting
the variable indices, we get a “partially” symmetric polynomial expressible as a product of sym-
metric polynomials: Theorem B in Section 4.4 provides an explicit formula for the determinant in
Definition 3.6 while Corollary II reveals the structure of the sign of the determinant using the S-
sign function. Additionnally, Example 4.18 shows how to recover the dual Cauchy identity from
Theorem B
4.1. Definitions. In order to study matrices with polynomial entries, we define certain tensors.
They allow to dissect the data into smaller pieces, that are then easier to control and analyze as
done in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The variables tensor is used to provide polynomials of degree at
most d´ 1 in a pN ˆNq-matrix:
Definition 4.1 (Variables tensor). Let d andN be positive integers. The variables tensor T k,j lpd,Nq
is the tensor in Vd b VN b VN˚ over Rrx1, . . . , xN s defined as
T
k,j
lpd,Nq :“
Nÿ
j“1
jÿ
l“j
˜
dÿ
k“1
xk´1l
¸
ek b ej b fl.
The parameter tensor encodes the coefficients of the polynomials that appear:
Definition 4.2 (Parameter tensor). Let d and N be positive integers and S be an alphabet of car-
dinality n. A parameter tensor P is,kpN,n, dq is a tensor in VN b Vn˚ b Vd˚ over R.
For practical reasons, we index the rank-1 tensors of VN b Vn˚ b Vd˚ with the set rN s ˆ S ˆ
t0, 1, . . . , d´ 1u. In particular, the columns of a parameter tensor are indexed by couples in S ˆ
t0, 1, . . . , d´ 1u.
Definition 4.3 (Coefficients tensor of a word). Let d ě 1, v “ v1v2 . . . vN be a word in S˚, and
P “ ppis,jqpi,s,jqPrNsˆSˆt0,...,d´1u be a parameter tensor. The coefficients tensor of v with respect
to P is the tensor in VN b VN˚ b Vd˚ defined as
C
i
j,kpv,Pq :“
Nÿ
i“1
Nÿ
j“1
dÿ
k“1
pivj ,k´1 e
i b fj b fk.
Similarly, the columns of a coefficients tensor are indexed by couples in rN s ˆ t0, 1, . . . , d´ 1u.
Multiplying the coefficients tensor with the variables tensor and flattening the product, we get a
matrix that models square matrices where certain groups of columns are equal up to a relabeling
of variables, according to occurrences of letters in the chosen word v.
Definition 4.4 (Model matrix of a word). Let d ě 1, v “ v1v2 . . . vN be a word in S˚, and P “
ppis,jqpi,s,jqPrNsˆSˆt0,...,d´1u be a parameter tensor. Denote byRrPs the real polynomial ringwhose
variables are the non-zero coefficients of P . Themodel matrix of vwith respect to P is the pNˆNq-
matrix
M ilpv,Pq :“ Cij,kpv,Pq ¨ T k,j lpd,Nq,
whose entries in column l are polynomials of degree d´1 in the variable xl with coefficients taken
in the parameter tensor P with second index vl.
The entries ofMpv,Pq in column l are polynomials in pRrPvlsqrxls. Further, whenever vi “ vj
and i ‰ j, the columns i and j are equal up to relabeling their variables. We have already seen
such examples: the Vandermonde matrix in Section 2.2, and in Example 2.3. Here is another
example that we examine further later on.
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Example 4.5. Consider the matrix
M “
¨
˚˝˚ 1 0 1 00 1 0 1
´x1 x2 ´x3 x4
x21 ´x22 x23 ´x24
˛
‹‹‚.
In this case, d´ 1 “ 2, N “ 4, and v “ s1s2s1s2. The corresponding parameter tensor is
P :“ pe1b fs1b f0q´pe3b fs1b f1q`pe4b fs1b f2q`pe2b fs2 b f0q`pe3b fs2 b f1q´pe4b fs2b f2q.
The matrix can be written using the corresponding coefficients and variables matrices as:
M “À2k“1
Phkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj
ps1, 0q ps1, 1q ps1, 2q ps2, 0q ps2, 1q ps2, 2q¨
˚˝
˛
‹‚
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 ´1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 ´1
ˆ
¨
˚˝˚ 1 x1 x21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 x2 x22 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x3 x
2
3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x4 x
2
4
˛
‹‹‚
J
.
4.2. Model matrices for reduced words. For the remainder of Section 4, we present the results
with the combinatorics of Coxeter groups in mind. The general result about the factorization of
determinants of matrices of polynomials can be deduced directly by removing the restrictions
coming from the Coxeter group in play. We remind the reader of the definitions of the following
objects used throughout this section.
pW,Sq := a finite irreducible Coxeter system,
n := #S, the cardinality of S,
N := ℓpw˝q, the length of the longest element,
ν := the ho¨chstfrequenz ofW , defined in Section 2.5 on page 8.
Definition 4.6 (Variables tensor of a Coxeter system). The variables tensor of pW,Sq is the variables
tensor TW :“ T k,j lpν,Nq.
Definition 4.7 (Model matrix of a reduced word). Let P “ ppis,jqpi,s,jqPrNsˆSˆt0,...,ν´1u be a pa-
rameter tensor and v “ v1v2 . . . vN P Rpw˝q. Themodel matrix of vwith respect toP is the pNˆNq-
matrix
M ilpv,Pq :“ Cij,kpv,Pq ¨ TW .
Example 4.8 (Symmetric group S3 “ A2). We have n “ 2, ν “ 2, Rpw˝q “ ts1s2s1, s2s1s2u, and
N “ 3. The model matrix for s1s2s1 is
Mps1s2s1,Pq “
¨
˝ p1s1,0 ` p1s1,1x1 p1s2,0 ` p1s2,1x2 p1s1,0 ` p1s1,1x3p2s1,0 ` p2s1,1x1 p2s2,0 ` p2s2,1x2 p2s1,0 ` p2s1,1x3
p3s1,0 ` p3s1,1x1 p3s2,0 ` p3s2,1x2 p3s1,0 ` p3s1,1x3
˛
‚.
The model matrix for s2s1s2 is
Mps2s1s2,Pq “
¨
˝ p1s2,0 ` p1s2,1x1 p1s1,0 ` p1s1,1x2 p1s2,0 ` p1s2,1x3p2s2,0 ` p2s2,1x1 p2s1,0 ` p2s1,1x2 p2s2,0 ` p2s2,1x3
p3s2,0 ` p3s2,1x1 p3s1,0 ` p3s1,1x2 p3s2,0 ` p3s2,1x3
˛
‚.
4.3. Binet–Cauchy on model matrices. We use Binet–Cauchy’s formula (3) from Section 2.2 to
give a description of the determinants of model matrices. Before giving a first description, we set
some bookkeeping notations and give two lemmas. Let Z Ď t0, . . . , νN ´ 1u and #Z “ N , we
write
Z “ tz1, z2, . . . , zNu,
such that z1 ă z2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ă zN , and
zi “ qiν ` ri, with 0 ď ri ă ν, for all i P rN s.
We use the set Z to index columns of the coefficients tensor and the rows of the variables tensor.
The correspondance between indices in Z and columns of the coefficients tensor is described as
follows. Given a couple pj, kq P rN sˆt0, 1, . . . , ν´1u indexing a column of the coefficients tensor,
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we define q :“ j ´ 1, r :“ k, and z :“ qν ` r. This way, the couple pj, kq corresponds to a unique
element z in t0, . . . , νN´1u, and vice-versa. The correspondancewith rows of the variables tensor
works similarly. The following two lemmas can be checked using the definition of parameter and
variables tensors and properties of the determinant.
Lemma 4.9. Let Z Ď t0, . . . , νN ´ 1u with #Z “ N . The determinant of the variables tensor TW
restricted to the rows in Z is
detrTW sZ “
#
0 if qi “ qj for some i ‰ j,
xr11 ¨ ¨ ¨xrNN else.
Lemma4.10. LetP be a parametermatrix for pW,Sq, v “ v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vN P Rpw˝q, andZ Ď t0, . . . , νN´1u
with#Z “ N . If ri “ rj and vi “ vj with 1 ď i ă j ď N , then the determinant of the coefficients tensor
Cpv,Pq restricted to the columns in Z is 0.
Given a reduced expression v “ v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vN P Rpw˝q, the previous lemmas lead to the definition
of the following collection of N -subsets of t0, . . . , νN ´ 1u:
Zv :“ tZ Ă t0, . . . , νN ´ 1u : #Z “ N, qi ‰ qj for all i ‰ j, and if vi “ vj , then ri ‰ rju.
The subsets in Zv are precisely those whose summand are not implied to be equal to zero in the
Binet–Cauchy formula for the determinant of the model matrix. The following proposition is a
consequence of Lemmas 2.1, 4.9, and 4.10, and is improved in Theorem B.
Proposition 4.11. Let P be a parameter matrix for pW,Sq, and v P Rpw˝q. The determinant of the model
matrixMpv,Pq is
detMpv,Pq “
ÿ
ZPZv
detrCpv,PqsZ ¨ xr11 ¨ ¨ ¨xrNN .
4.4. Symmetric formula for the determinant of model matrices via parameter matrices. We
proceed to express detMpv,Pq for some reduced word v P Rpw˝q in terms of minors of P , i.e.
square submatrices of maximal size. We also interchangeably use the term minor to refer to the
determinant of such submatrices. We begin by a bijection to encode the columns appropriately
using a permutation and a tuple of partitions, which allows the usage of Schur functions. Given
a set of indices Z P Zv , if vi “ vj and i ‰ j, then ri ‰ rj . Consequently, the matrix rCpv,PqsZ
formed by concatenating the columns in Z increasingly is equal to a column permutation πZ of
the matrix rPsz of P formed by concatenating the columns in the set
z :“ tpsi, rjq : j P rN s, vj “ si and zj “ qjν ` rj P Zu
increasingly with respect to the lexicographic order. Given the abelian vector αv “ pciqsiPS of v,
this motivates the definition of the following collection of subsets of columns of P :
Zαv :“ tz Ď S ˆ t0, . . . , ν ´ 1u : z contains exactly ci elements psi, ¨q,@si P Su.
The collection Zαv describes precisely the minors of P that have exactly ci columns of type psi, ¨q
and, as we will see, only these minors matter for the factorization of detMpv,Pq. For each letter
si P S, we write the values rj where vj “ si in an ordered list of length ci:
Ri :“ rrj : if vj “ sisNj“1.
Since all entries in Ri are distinct, the list Ri corresponds canonically to a permutation πi inStvui
via their relative order. The permutations tπiuni“1 act on disjoint sets and can be seen as permu-
tations in SN , so we define πZ :“ π1 ¨ ¨ ¨πn P SN . Observe that the permutation πZ P SN is such
that π ¨ v “ v. Further, the map
Zv Ñ Zαv ˆ
nź
i“1
Stvui
Z ÞÑ pz, πZ q
is a bijection.
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Lemma 4.12. Let v P Rpw˝q. If Z P Zv , then
detrCpv,PqsZ “ σpvqσpπZ qdetrPsz “ σpvq signpπZqdetrPsz.
Proof. From the definition of Cpv,Pq andZv, thematrix rCpv,PqsZ is a permutation of the columns
of a column-submatrix of P . The column of Cpv,Pq indexed by zj “ qjν ` rj correspond to the
column ofP indexed by the ordered pair psi, rjqwhere vj “ si. We use the latter labeling to obtain
the permutation of the columns of rCpv,PqsZ in two steps as follows. First permute the columns
using π´1Z ; the index of the first column correspond to the relabeled index π
´1
Z p1q, and the index of
the last column correspond to the relabeled index π´1Z pNq. This permutation orders increasingly
the labels rj while keeping the labels si unchanged. Then, permute the columns using stdpvq´1.
Since the standard permutation of v has shortest length, it does not change the orderingwhenever
two columns have the same first-label coordinate. 
Before giving the factorization formula, we give two last definitions. The first one is related to
a common bijection between subsets
`
rns
k
˘
and partitions with exactly k parts (that may be empty)
of size at most n´ k.
Definition 4.13 (Standard partitions Λz). Let v P Rpw˝q with abelian vector αv “ pciqsiPS and
z P Zαv . For i P rns, order decreasingly the elements of Ri obtained from z and substract ci ´ j to
the element at position j (starting at j “ 1) to obtain the standard partition λz,i. The sequence of
partitions Λz is defined as pλz,iqni“1.
Definition 4.14 (Vandermonde divisor). Given v P Rpw˝qwith abelian vector αv “ pciqsiPS , let
Vpvq :“
ź
siPS
ciě2
ź
vj“vk“si
jăk
pxk ´ xjq
be the Vandermonde divisor of v. The degree of Vpvq isřsiPS `ci2 ˘.
Theorem B. Let P be a parameter matrix for a Coxeter system pW,Sq, v P Rpw˝q. The determinant of
the model matrixMpv,Pq of v with respect to P is the multivariate polynomial
detMpv,Pq “ σpvqVpvq
ÿ
zPZαv
detrPszSΛz,Ωv ,
where Λz “ pλz,1, . . . , λz,nq, Ωv “ ptvu1, . . . , tvunq, andSΛz,Ωv is the partial Schur function with respect
to Λz and Ωv , as defined in Section 2.3.
Proof. Let v “ v1v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vN , with vi P S. If vj “ vk “ si for some si P S and j ‰ k, then setting
xk “ xj in the matrixMpv,Pqmakes its determinant vanish. Consequently, pxk ´ xjq divides the
determinant byHilbert’s Nullstellensatz, see e.g. [Hum90, Lemma 3.3]. Hence, we know that Vpvq
divides detMpv,Pq, and it remains to determine the quotient of the division.
Yet by Proposition 4.11,
detMpv,Pq “
ÿ
ZPZv
detrCpv,PqsZ ¨ xr11 ¨ ¨ ¨xrNN .
By Lemma 4.12
detrCpv,PqsZ “ σpvqσpπZ qdetrPsz,
andMpv,Pq now becomes
detMpv,Pq “
ÿ
ZPZv
σpvqσpπZ qdetrPsz ¨ xr11 ¨ ¨ ¨xrNN ,
“ σpvq
ÿ
ZPZv
detrPszσpπZ q ¨ xr11 ¨ ¨ ¨xrNN .
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Since Z is uniquely determined by pz, πZq and vice-versa, we rewrite the sum as
detMpv,Pq “ σpvq
ÿ
zPZαv
detrP sz
ÿ
π1PStvu1
ÿ
π2PStvu2
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
πnPStvun
σpπZ q ¨ xπp1q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xπpNqN ,
“ σpvq
ÿ
zPZαv
detrP sz
ÿ
π1PStvu1
σpπ1q
ÿ
π2PStvu2
σpπ2q ¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
πnPStvun
σpπnq ¨ xπp1q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xπpNqN .
The powers of the variables xj such that j P rN s and vj ‰ sn stay constant in the last sum, so we
factor their product to get
detMpv,Pq “ σpvq
ÿ
zPZαv
detrP sz
ÿ
π1PStvu1
σpπ1q
ÿ
π2PStvu2
σpπ2q ¨ ¨ ¨
ź
iPrNsztvun
x
πpiq
i
ÿ
πnPStvun
σpπnq ¨
ź
jPtvun
x
πpjq
j .
By Definition 2.2 of Schur functions, we getÿ
πnPStvun
σpπnq ¨
ź
jPtvun
x
πpjq
j “ detVandertvunpcnqsλz,n,tvun .
The latter equality leads to the equation
detMpv,Pq “ σpvqdetVandertvunpcnq
ˆ
ÿ
zPZαv
detrP szsλz,n,tvun
ÿ
π1PStvu1
σpπ1q
ÿ
π2PStvu2
σpπ2q ¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
πn´1PStvun´1
σpπn´1q
ź
iPrNsztvun
x
πpiq
i .
Repeating the last step n´ 1 times, we get
detMpv,Pq “ σpvqVpvq
ÿ
zPZαv
detrPszsλz,1,tvu1sλz,2,tvu2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sλz,n,tvun . 
Corollary 4.15. If the abelian vector of v is αv “ pciqsiPS , then the polynomialÿ
zPZαv
detrP szSΛz,Ωv ,
is symmetric with respect to the group
śn
i“1 Sci acting on tx1, . . . , xNu by permutation of indices such
that vπpjq “ vj , for all j P rN s.
Corollary II. If xi ą 0 for all i P rN s and xj ą xi whenever i ă j and vi “ vj , then
signpdetMpv,Pqq “ σpvq sign
¨
˝ ÿ
zPZαv
detrPszSΛz,Ωv
˛
‚.
Although at first sight the formula of the latter corollary seems devoid of structure, it nonethe-
less reveals precisely:
‚ how the sign of the determinant behaves depending on the word v through σpvq,
‚ which minors of P influence the value of the determinant, and
‚ how Schur functions (whose monomial all have positive coefficients) interact with the minors
of P to produce the determinant.
From this formula, we deduce that given a parameter tensor P , two words with the same abelian
vector will yield the same determinant up to sign and appropriate index relabelings of the xi’s.
Further, the set indexing the sum has a simple description: the only relevant minors of P are
those obtained taking the columns according to the values in the abelian vector αv of v, that is
independently of the combinatorial type!
Example 4.16 (Example 4.5 continued). The S-sign of v “ s1s2s1s2 is ´1 and the Vandermonde
divisor is px3´x1qpx4´x2q. To obtain the determinant ofM , we should compute the minors of P
with 2 columns in the first block corresponding to the letter s1 and 2 columns in the second block
corresponding to the letter s2. There are 9 minors in total, of which only two are non-zero: when
z1 “ tps1, 0q, ps1, 1q, ps2, 0q, ps2, 2qu, and z2 “ tps1, 0q, ps1, 2q, ps2, 0q, ps2, 1qu. We get detrPsz1 “ ´1
and detrPsz2 “ 1. By Theorem B, the determinant ofM is
detM “ ´px3 ´ x1qpx4 ´ x2q
`p´1q `sp0,0q,t1,3usp1,0q,t2,4u˘` p1q `sp1,0q,t1,3usp0,0q,t2,4u˘˘ .
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We get the values of the Schur polynomials from Example 2.5. Thus, the determinant is indeed
detM “ ´px3 ´ x1qpx4 ´ x2qpx1 ´ x2 ` x3 ´ x4q.
The sum in the formula of Theorem B for the determinant is in fact a tensor in V b V , where V is
the vector space whose basis elements are labeled by the partitions of length 2 with parts of size
at most 1:
sp0,0q,t2,4u sp1,0q,t2,4u sp1,1q,t2,4u˜ ¸
sp0,0q,t1,3u 0 ´1 0
sp1,0q,t1,3u 1 0 0
sp1,1q,t1,3u 0 0 0
“ ´sp0,0q,t1,3u b sp1,0q,t2,4u ` sp1,0q,t1,3u b sp0,0q,t2,4u.
Example 4.17. Consider the matrix
M “
¨
˝ x1 ` 1 x2 ` 1 x3 ` 1x21 ` x1 x22 ` x2 x23 ` x3
x21 ` 1 x22 ` 1 x23 ` 1
˛
‚.
It can be written using the coefficients and variables matrices as:
M “
3à
i“1
¨
˝ 1 1 00 1 1
1 0 1
˛
‚ ˆ
¨
˝ 1 x1 x21 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 x2 x22 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 x3 x
2
3
˛
‚
J
.
Since interchanging variables is equivalent to permuting columns, the parameter tensor is a usual
matrix
P “
¨
˝ 1 1 00 1 1
1 0 1
˛
‚
and there is only one subset z P Zp3q, i.e. all the columns of P . The S-sign of the word s1s1s1 is`1.
The Vandermonde part is px3 ´ x1qpx3 ´ x2qpx2 ´ x1q. The determinant of P is 2 and sp0,0,0q “ 1.
Using Theorem B we get
detM “ 2px3 ´ x1qpx3 ´ x2qpx2 ´ x1q.
Example 4.18 (Dual Cauchy Identity, [Sta99, Theorem 7.14.3]). Let a “ 2 and b “ 4. Consider the
matrix
Ma,b “M2,4 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 1 ´y51 ´y52 ´y53 ´y54
x1 x2 y
4
1 y
4
2 y
4
3 y
4
4
x21 x
2
2 ´y31 ´y32 ´y33 ´y34
x31 x
3
2 y
2
1 y
2
2 y
2
3 y
2
4
x41 x
4
2 ´y1 ´y2 ´y3 ´y4
x51 x
5
2 1 1 1 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
If x1 “ x2, then the determinant ofM2,4 vanishes, and similarly for two distinct yi and yj . Thus,
the Vandermonde divisor is px2 ´ x1qpy2 ´ y1qpy3 ´ y1qpy4 ´ y1qpy3 ´ y2qpy4 ´ y2qpy4 ´ y3q. Fur-
ther, one notices that if xi “ ´y´1j then, the corresponding columns are colinear by a factor ´y5j .
Hence the determinant ofM2,4 is
detM2,4 “ Vps1s1s2s2s2s2q ¨
ź
1ďiď2
1ďjď4
p1` xiyjq.
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On the other hand, the corresponding parameter matrix is:
Pa,b “ P2,4 “
ps1, 0 . . . 5q ps2, 0q ps2, 1q ps2, 2q ps2, 3q ps2, 4q ps2, 5q¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚Id6
0 0 0 0 0 ´1
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 ´1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
There are exactly
`
a`b
a
˘ “ `6
2
˘ “ 15 non-zero minors of P with 2 columns in the first part and 4
columns in the second which are all equal to 1. Following Example 4.16, Theorem B gives
detM2,4 “ Vps1s1s2s2s2s2q
ÿ
λ
sλ,tx1,x2usλ1,ty1,y2,y3,y4u,
where λ1 is the conjugate partition of λ and the sum is over all partitions λ of length a “ 2 with
parts of size at most b “ 4. Cancelling the Vandermonde divisor, we recover the dual Cauchy
identity. The general case works similarly.
4.5. TheparametermatricesbehindBergeron–Ceballos–Labbe´’scountingmatrices. In the arti-
cle [BCL15], the construction of fans is based on a matrix called “counting matrix”, whose entries
enumerated occurrences of certain subwords contained in a fixed word. As it turns out, these
counting matrices are signature matrices. The factorizations of the determinants of counting ma-
trices were critical in order to prove the correctness of the construction. In view of the intricate
description in the previous section, the fact that countingmatrices of typeA3—obtained via a sim-
ple combinatorial rule—are signaturematrices should be regarded as a highly exceptional and not
fully explained behavior.
Yet, Theorem B gives a complete description of the factorizations of determinants of minors of
countingmatrices. Furthermore, for any finite irreducible Coxeter group, it precisely dictates how
one may obtain signature matrices through parameter matrices. We revisit here these counting
matrices using parameter matrices.
4.5.1. Type A1. We have n “ N “ ν “ 1. Parameter matrices are p1 ˆ 1q-matrices P “ ppq
containing the real number p and the variablesmatrix TW is p1q. This way, given the only reduced
word v “ s1, the model matrixMpv, P q is the p1ˆ1q-matrix ppq. In order to be a signature matrix,
the real number p should be non-zero. In [BCL15, Appendix], the counting matrix is obtained by
setting p “ 1.
4.5.2. Type A2. We have n “ 2, N “ 3, and ν “ 2. Parameter tensors are p3ˆ 2ˆ 2q-dimensional,
compare with Example 4.8. For some given positive integerm, the counting matrixDs1s2,m gives
rise to the parameter matrix
Ps1s2,m “
ps1, 0q ps1, 1q ps2, 0q ps2, 1q˜ ¸
1 0 0 0
m ´1 0 1
0 0 1 0
.
This parametermatrix has twonon-zerominors tps1, 0q, ps1, 1q, ps2, 0qu and tps1, 0q, ps2, 0q, ps2, 1qu,
which are both equal to´1. Further, the corresponding partial Schur functions Spp0,0q,p0qq,pt1,3u,t2uq
and Spp0q,p0,0qq,pt2u,t1,3uq are both equal to 1. For v “ s1s2s1, the model matrixMps1s2s1, Ps1s2,mq
is
Mps1s2s1, Ps1s2,mq “
¨
˝ 1 0 1´x1 `m x2 ´x3 `m
0 1 0
˛
‚.
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For v “ s2s1s2, the model matrixMps2s1s2, Ps1s2,mq is
Mps2s1s2, Ps1s2,mq “
¨
˝ 0 1 0x1 ´x2 `m x3
1 0 1
˛
‚.
To get back the countingmatrix, one has to set the parameter xi to be the position of the factor s1s2
in which vi appears in ps1s2qm, and remove 1 if vi “ s1. This number fits exactly with how the
counting matrix is defined in this case. From this, we get that
detMps1s2s1, Ps1s2,mq “ σps1s2s1qpx3 ´ x1q ¨ p´1 ¨ 1q
“ p´1qpx3 ´ x1qp´1q “ px3 ´ x1q.
The determinant of the model matrixMps2s1s2, Ps1s2,mq is similar.
4.5.3. Type A3. We have n “ 3, N “ 6, and ν “ 3. Parameter tensors are p6ˆ 3ˆ 3q-dimensional.
For some givenpositive integerm, the countingmatrixDs1s2s3,m gives rise to the parametermatrix
Ps1s2s3,m “
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 “ νn´ 1
ps1, 0q ps1, 1q ps1, 2q ps2, 0q ps2, 1q ps2, 2q ps3, 0q ps3, 1q ps3, 2q¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 m` 1 ´1 0 0 0 0
0 1
2
1
2
0 m` 1 ´1 `m`2
2
˘ ´m´ 3
2
1
2
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 m` 1 ´1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
.
Whereas, the counting matrix Ds2s1s3,m gives rise to the parameter matrix
Ps2s1s3,m “
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 “ νn´ 1
ps1, 0q ps1, 1q ps1, 2q ps2, 0q ps2, 1q ps2, 2q ps3, 0q ps3, 1q ps3, 2q¨
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
m` 1 ´1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 m` 1 ´1 0`
m`1
2
˘
1
2
´ 1
2
0 0 1
`
m`1
2
˘
1
2
´ 1
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.
Although the two parameter matrices look different, their non-zero minors are almost all equal.
In order to specify the columns of the parameter matrices compactly, we label the nine columns
from 0 to νn´ 1 “ 8 from left-to-right:
detrP˚st0,1,2|3,4|6u “ 12 , detrP˚st0,1,2|3|6,7u “ 12 , detrP˚st0,1|3,4,5|6u “ ´1
detrP˚st0,1|3,4|6,8u “ ´ 12 , detrP˚st0,1|3,5|6,7u “ 1, detrP˚st0,1|3|6,7,8u “ ´ 12
detrP˚st0,2|3,4|6,7u “ ´ 12 , detrP˚st0|3,4,5|6,7u “ 1, detrP˚st0|3,4|6,7,8u “ ´ 12
The only minor which is different is detrP˚st0,1|3,4|6,7u which is 0 for Ps1s2s3,m and 1 for Ps2s1s3,m.
This explains the very small differences in the formulas for the determinants in [BCL15, Table 2
and 3] although the way they are obtained are different. The difference appears in a factor for
words with abelian vector p2, 2, 2q. For example, consider the reduced word v “ s2s1s3s2s3s1.
Then Ωv “ pt2, 6u, t1, 4u, t3, 5uq and there are three minors of Ps1s2s3,m in Zαv that are non-zero:
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z1 :“ t0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 8u, z2 :“ t0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7u, and z3 :“ t0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7u. By Theorem B and Exam-
ple 3.16 the determinant of the model matrixMpv, Ps1s2s3,mq is
detMpv, Ps1s2s3,mq “ p1qpx4 ´ x1qpx6 ´ x2qpx5 ´ x3q
`
detrP sz1SΛz1,Ωv ` detrP sz2SΛz2,Ωv ` detrP sz3SΛz3,Ωv
˘
,
“ px4 ´ x1qpx6 ´ x2qpx5 ´ x3q
ˆ
´1
2
¨ px3 ` x5q ` 1 ¨ px1 ` x4q ´ 1
2
¨ px2 ` x6q
˙
,
“ ´1
2
px4 ´ x1qpx6 ´ x2qpx5 ´ x3q px3 ` x5 ´ 2 ¨ px1 ` x4q ` x2 ` x6q ,
“ ´1
2
px1 ´ x4qpx2 ´ x6qpx3 ´ x5q p2 ¨ px1 ` x4q ´ x2 ´ x6 ´ x3 ´ x5q .
The last expression is in accordance with what is written in [BCL15, Table 3].
4.5.4. Type A4. As noticed in [BCL15, Section 9], the construction using counting matrices in
type A4 delivered a parameter matrix which was not generic enough. Indeed, the reduced word
w “ s2s1s2s3s4s2s3s2s1s2 has abelian vector p2, 5, 2, 1q and the counting matrix gives three curves
of degree 3 in R10 where points should be taken. Hence taking 5 points on the curve correspond-
ing to the letter s2 does not span a 5-dimensional subspace, which is necessary for a dual simplicial
cone corresponding to the reduced word w. Let c “ s2s4s1s3 and w˝pcq :“ s2s4s1s3s2s4s1s3s2s4.
The reducedwordw appears first as a subword of ckw˝pcqwhen k ě 2. This explains the non-zero
numbers in the fourth column of Table 7 of [BCL15], which represented (in particular) thewordw.
This case epitomizes the fundamental difference between realizing the cluster complex as a simpli-
cial fan and realizing themulti-cluster complex as a simplicial fan. When k increases in the above
word, certain reduced words which never appear as subword in the cluster complex, suddenly
appear and require a higher genericity. In fact, the ho¨chstfrequenz is at least neΩp
?
logn{2q and the
parameter tensor should have at least this degree of genericity in order to produce a signature
matrix.
5. Universality of parameter matrices
In this section, we show that parameter tensors are universal in the following sense:
Given a chirotopal realization of a subword complex∆W ppq supported by a vector
configurationA and aGale transformB P GalepAq, there exists a parameter tensor
PA that parametrizes B. Equivalently, B is the product of a variables tensor and
a coefficient tensor Cpp,Pq given by some parameter tensor PA.
Concretely, consider some matrix A P Rpm´Nqˆm realizing ∆W ppq as a chirotope, and B P
GalepAq. Recall that the i-th column of A corresponds to the i-th letter pi of p. For each letter
sj P S, we proceed as follows. Consider the columns i P rms ofB such that pi “ sj , i.e. the occur-
rences of sj in p. It is possible to find a polynomial of degree at most |p|j ´ 1, for each coordinate
k P rN s, that interpolates the values of the k-th coordinate of the columns corresponding to the
occurrences of sj . There are many possibilities to do so; to get a specific choice, we consider the
two-dimensional points pi,Bpk, iqq for the k-th coordinate, where Bpk, iq denotes the k-th entry
of the i-th column ofB. This way, as i increases, so does the first entry xi :“ i. Doing this for each
letter sj P S, we get a parameter tensor PB with ν replaced by maxt|p|j ´ 1 : j P rnsu. In order
to know if B is a signature matrix for p, we use Corollary II.
Theorem 5.1. Let p P Sm and A P Rpm´Nqˆm. Further let PB denote the parameter tensor associated
to a Gale transform B P GalepAq obtained as above. In particular, assume that xi ą 0 for all i P rN s and
xi ă xj whenever i ă j and vi “ vj . The matrixB is a signature matrix for p if and only if
sign
¨
˝ ÿ
zPZαv
detrPBszSΛz,Ωv
˛
‚“ ✡❏pvq “ σpvqτpvq
for every reduced word v of w˝ which is a subword of p.
After doing a braidmove of length 2 on v, the variablesxi’s on the left-hand side of the equation
get relabeled, the minors rPBsz’s remain unchanged, and the right-hand side remains invariant,
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thanks to Corollary I. This yields exactly one equation up to labeling of the xi’s to be fulfilled
for each commutation class. Furthermore, two reduced words with the same abelian vector have
equal left-hand sides up to relabeling of the xi’s. Hence for each abelian vector αv , there is either 1
or 2 equalities up to relabeling of the xi’s that have to be fulfilled depending on whether the
punctual sign is constant for the abelian vector αv , leading to a constant number of equations to
be satisfied for each Coxeter groupW .
The definition of signature matrix involves checking an equation for every occurrence of every
reduced word, that is for every facet, directly on the Gale transformB. Under the condition that
the numbers txiuiPrrs increase on occurrences of letters in S, these conditions can be expressed
with at most two explicit conditions per abelian vector of combinatorial type of facet and the
values of the xi’s play a less significant role. Thus, the previous theorem allows to reduce sig-
nificantly the study of signature matrices to that of minors of parameter tensors given by abelian
vectors of combinatorial types of facets of subword complexes.
Example 5.2 (Symmetric group S4 “ A3). There are 5 abelian vectors for w˝ (see Table 1 in
the appendix): p3, 2, 1q, p2, 3, 1q, p2, 2, 2q, p1, 3, 2q, p1, 2, 3q. Thus, there are 5 types of determinants
of model matrices by Theorem 5.1, one of them is described in Section 4.5.3. Now, using Ex-
ample 3.19, we get that determinants should be positive for reduced expressions with abelian
vectors p3, 2, 1q and p1, 3, 2q, and negative for reduced expressions with abelian vectors p1, 2, 3q
and p2, 3, 1q. The determinants for reduced expressions with abelian vectors p2, 2, 2q have to be
either positive or negative depending on the expression. Hence we get a total of six types of
inequalities given by prescribing signs of minors of PA. For example, the minors detrPBsz for
z P pZp3,2,1qYZp1,3,2qq should be non-negative, with at least one positive. Similarly, for p1, 2, 3q and
p2, 3, 1q they should be non-positive, with at least one negative. Finally, for p2, 2, 2q it should be
non-negative for the words in t13u2t13u2 and non-positive for the words in 2t13u2t13u. Indeed,
as Section 4.5.3 reveals, it is possible to find parameter tensors with at most 10 non-zero minors
with the appropriate sign patterns. What is more, the involved Schur functions have degree 0 or
1, i.e. are constant or linear leading to a polyhedral realization space. Within a set Zαv , the signs
of the minor are all equal or 0 except for the abelian vector p2, 2, 2qwhich has both signs and the
relative values of the xi’s imposed by the combinatorial construction leads to a valid chirotope.
The following universality result follows from the above discussion.
Theorem C (Universality of parameter tensors). Let p P Sm andA P Rpm´Nqˆm. IfA is a chirotopal
realization of the subword complex ∆W ppq, then there exist a parameter tensor PA, and m real numbers
xi ą 0, with i P rms, such that
‚ i ă j and pi “ pj implies xi ă xj , and
‚ for every occurrence of each reduced word v of w˝ which is a subword of p, the following equality
holds
sign
¨
˝ ÿ
zPZαv
detrPAszSΛz,Ωv
˛
‚“ ✡❏pvq “ σpvqτpvq.
Thus, in order to obtain geometric realizations (either as chirotopes, fans or polytopes) of sub-
word complexes, the family X of parameter tensors in the previous theorem constitute a natural
and universal object to study. This theorem opens the door to the usage of the S-sign and T -sign
functions and partial Schur functions to study covering of realization spaces of cyclic polytopes,
(generalized) associahedra, and more generally of subword complexes. Finally, we draw the fol-
lowing two conclusions.
‚Degree maxt|p|j ´ 1 : j P rnsu: This construction does not comewith an upper bound on the
degree of the interpolating polynomials. The degree depends on the abelian vector of the word p.
Is it possible to give an upper bound on the degree necessary that is independent of p? Given a
finite Coxeter group, as a first approximation, onemay consider a shortest word puniv that contains
an occurrence of every reduced expressions in Rpw˝q, see [KM04, Question 6.1]. Obtaining puniv
is a particular case of the “shortest common supersequence problem” which is known to be NP-
complete [RU81]. Are the degrees obtained with such a word an upper bound? A priori, there is
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no reason supporting the fact that an upper bound on the degrees exists for each Coxeter group.
The non-existence of an upper bound would place yet another difficulty to overcome to provide
geometric realizations of subword complexes. However, small cases seem to indicate that such
upper bounds do exist, as described in Section 4.5.
Example 5.3 (Example 4.16 continued, 2k-dimensional cyclic polytopes on 2k ` 4 vertices). Let
W “ B2 and S “ ts1, s2u. Let k ě 1, c “ s1s2, w˝pcq “ s1s2s1s2, and p “ ckw˝pcq. We now
consider the curves f1pxq “ p1, 0,´x, x2q and f2pxq “ p0, 1, x,´x2q andwe assign a number xi ą 0
to each letter pi of p, such that xj ą xi whenever pi “ pj and j ă i. If pi “ s1, we evaluate f1 at xi,
otherwise pi “ s2 and we evaluate f2 at xi to assign a vector in R4 to each letter of p. There are
two reduced words s1s2s1s2 and s2s1s2s1 for w˝. Using the computation in Example 4.16, we get
the following conditions
´1 “ ✡❏ps1s2s1s2q “ signpxi1 ´ xi2 ` xi3 ´ xi4q if pi1pi2pi3pi4 “ s1s2s1s2,
1 “ ✡❏ps2s1s2s1q “ signp´xi1 ` xi2 ´ xi3 ` xi4q if pi1pi2pi3pi4 “ s2s1s2s1,
to get a signature matrix. These conditions are equivalent to x1 ă x2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă x2k`3 ă x2k`4.
This comes as no surprise, since this is an instance of the 2k-dimensional cyclic polytope on 2k`4
vertices [CLS14, Section 6.4]. Taking xi “ i, we can verify that all conditions are satisfied and we
get a signature matrix for the boundary complex of the cyclic polytope on 2k ` 4 vertices.
‚ Relation to the halving lines problem: The geometric realization of subword complexes and
the halving line problem are related in the following sense. On the one hand, if every subword
complex of type An admits a realization using parameter matrices as above, in particular one has
a realization for the word puniv. Since every set of n ` 1 points in general position on the plane
leads to a reduced expression contained in puniv, one gets an upper bound on the halving line
problem by taking the maximal degree of the polynomials involved in the realization for puniv.
Thus, realizations of subword complexes of type A with words containing puniv as a subword
provide upper bounds for the number of halving lines. On the other hand, solving the halving
line problem for n`1 points delivers a first approximation of the size of a word p1univ that contains
an occurrence of every reduced word inRpw˝q up to commutation. This way, one can get a lower
bound on the size of the word puniv and a lower bound on the degree of the polynomials involved
to realize all subword complexes.
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Appendix A. Some Abelian vectors of reduced words of the longest elements
In the tables below, we give the possible abelian vectors of the longest element w˝ for the finite
irreducible Coxeter groups of small rank. The computations used Sagemath’s implementation of
Coxeter groups to generate all reducedword [Sage]. The generation of the reducedword proceeds
without much difficulty; the current bottleneck being that in typesA,B,D,H of higher ranks and
other types, the computations all require more than 256GB of RAM memory.
Type An Abelian vectors of w˝
s1 tp1qu
s1 s2 tp2, 1q, p1, 2qu
s1
s2
s3 tp3, 2, 1q, p2, 3, 1q, p2, 2, 2q, p1, 3, 2q, p1, 2, 3qu
s1
s2 s3
s4
tp4, 3, 2, 1q, p3, 4, 2, 1q, p3, 3, 3, 1q,
p3, 3, 2, 2q, p3, 2, 4, 1q, p3, 2, 3, 2q,
p2, 5, 2, 1q, p2, 4, 3, 1q, p2, 4, 2, 2q,
p2, 3, 4, 1q, p2, 3, 3, 2q, p2, 3, 2, 3q,
p2, 2, 4, 2q, p2, 2, 3, 3q, p1, 4, 3, 2q,
p1, 4, 2, 3q, p1, 3, 4, 2q, p1, 3, 3, 3q,
p1, 2, 5, 2q, p1, 2, 4, 3q, p1, 2, 3, 4qu
s1
s2 s3 s4
s5 97 abelian vectors with coordinatewise
minimum p1, 2, 3, 2, 1q and maximum p5, 6, 6, 6, 5q.
Table 1. Abelian vectors of the reduced words for the longest element in type A
Type Bn Abelian vectors of w˝
s1 s2
4 tp2, 2qu
s1
s2
s3
4 tp3, 4, 2q, p3, 3, 3qu
s1
s2 s3
s4
4 tp4, 6, 4, 2q, p4, 6, 3, 3q, p4, 5, 5, 2q, p4, 5, 4, 3q, p4, 4, 6, 2q, p4, 4, 5, 3q, p4, 4, 4, 4qu
Table 2. Abelian vectors of the reduced words for the longest element in type B
TypeDn Abelian vectors of w˝
s1
s2 s3
s4
tp4, 2, 4, 2q, p3, 3, 4, 2q, p3, 3, 3, 3q,
p3, 2, 5, 2q, p3, 2, 4, 3q, p2, 4, 4, 2q,
p2, 3, 5, 2q, p2, 3, 4, 3q, p2, 2, 6, 2q,
p2, 2, 5, 3q, p2, 2, 4, 4qu
s1
s2 s3 s4
s5 111 abelian vectors with coordinatewise
minimum p2, 2, 4, 3, 2q and maximum p6, 6, 9, 7, 5q
Table 3. Abelian vectors of the reducedwords for the longest element in typeD4
andD5
TypeHn Abelian vectors of w˝
s1
s2
s3
5 tp6, 6, 3q, p5, 7, 3q, p5, 6, 4q, p5, 5, 5qu
Table 4. Abelian vectors of the reduced words for the longest element in typeH3
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